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Music dept.receives $.5 million
The proposal includes
plans to turn Fenwick Chapel
into a first rate, mid-sized
convocation
On September 13, Fr. concert and
John Brooks received a phone center.
As part of the renovation,
call confirming that the Davis
Educational Foundation has the College's electronic music
awarded $500,000 to Holy studio will be relocated in the
Cross for the purposes of balcony of the new concert
hall. The new space will be
renovating Fenwick Chapel.
music
for
the
According to Dr. Charles utilin-d
recitals,
Cross' department's student
Holy
Weiss,
Coordinator of Grants and chamber orchestra concerts,
Research, the application and other events which
process began in mid-summer. require an ideal concert hall
Weiss, in cooperation with environment
Weiss said the Fenwick
Prof. Shirish Korde and Prof.
is considered to be
music
Chapel
the
of
Lieberman
Carol
a
the finest acoustical
of
submitted
one
department,
greater
the
in
Davis
the
spaces
to
intent
letter of
Both
area.
Worcester
Foundation.
Educational
studies
acoustic
The Foundation, which is preliminary
prominent
many
located in East Bridgeport, and
that
indicated
and
have
colleges
musicians
Mass., supports
space
superior
a
is
chapel
the
to
universities in their efforts
educational for musical performance.
improve
Preliminary work on the
Weiss.
curriculum,said
began several years
chapel
Foundation
When the
College
the
when
expressed interest in the ago
structural
its
renovation, the College was reinforced
asked to submit a formal skeleton and installed a new
slate not on Fenwick
proposaL
By RENATA SADUNAS
NEWS EDITOR

Plans are now underway to complete the renovation of Fenwick chapel.

Weiss said it will take an them the facilities, and
additional one million dollars explaining a little bit about
what we do here, they were
to complete the conversion.
On Sept 9, members of very impressed."
Then on Sept. 13, Fr.
the governing board of the
foundation came to visit the Brooks was notified that the
receive
would
site. According to Prof. College
ICorde, chair of the music $500,000 toward the project in
department, "after showing the form of a challenge grant

Edsel Ford confronts national issues
By MIKE CULLITY
NEWS STAFF
Auto industry luminary
Edsel B. Ford II addressed a
Holy Cross audience of fifty in
Hogan last Friday.
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Ford, the president and
chief operating officer of Ford
Motor Credit Company and
the great-grandson of Ford
founder Henry Ford, focused
on the automobile industry's
future, the recession, and
American education, among
other things.
Ford said that he hoped
1992 would be a banner year
for the auto industry. The key,
he felt, would be a positive
attitude not only within the
industry, but throughout the
nation.
"The recession is brought
about by the lousy headlines
we read in the newspapers,"
said Ford.
Ford explained several
elements of his parent
company's interest in moving
Most
forward.
positively
stressed
he
notably,
environmental and safety
concerns.
"We are a company that is
very concerned about the
environment," Ford said. He
explained that Ford Motor is
attempting to develop a
feasible electric car, the most
safe
environmentally

in,
automobile. "There's
zero
emits
it
doubtemissions," he said.
Ford also said that the./
have specialists working on a
variety of alternative fuels. He
chronicled recent efforts to
employ methanol, a clean and
fuel.
cheap
relatively
However, he said, "We've got
a long way to go," given that
selling oil companies on
alternative fuels is a problem,
and that wide methanol
availability would be difficult
to achieve.
Ford said perhaps the one
foremost concern of their
latest models is safety. He
emphasized that seat belts
and air bags are the most
effective means of insuring it.
He cited Ford's efforts to
make air bags, door beams,
miles-per-hour
thirty-five
bumpers, and back seat
shoulder belts universal within
its auto fleet as evidence of
their dedication to safety.
Overall, Ford said, "We've
made big efforts in quality
improvements," but added

Crusader/Stephen J. Pongonis

This means that Holy Cross
must match the $500,000 that
has been donated by the
Foundation within a two year
period.
Weiss said that the College
typically raises these monies
(Continued on Page 6)

Class of 1995
elects officers

By BETSY TAYLOR
NEWS STAFF
The Student Government
Association (SGA)
held
elections last Friday to fill
positions for the 1991-'92
academic year. Newly elected
officers for the Class of 1995
are Rich Davey, President;
ViceMelissa
Poyant,
President; Kristen Barkett,
Treasurer; and Hollie Smith,
Secretary.
The campaigning is over,
the ballots are counted, and
the officers are eager to
discuss their goals for the
year.
"We want to jump right in
and get started," Davey said.
All four agree that their main
desire is to promote class
unity and spirit.
"We have to create a
positive self-image for our
class. Obviously, that's not
just up to the class officers,
but we can help to get it
going," Barkett stated.
(Continued on Page 7)
The officers discussed

ways to promote first year
student interaction. Tentative
ideas include a class semiformal or a class weekend to
help first-year students meet
more members of their class.
The officers stressed their
desire to have as much
student input on these ideas
as possible.
"We want to know what
the class wants," said Poyant.
a
that
promised
She
suggestion box would soon be
first-year
available
for
students to share their ideas
and voice their concerns.
Smith said they would call
a class meeting very soon to
introduce ourselves and let
people know we're here.
The first year student
officers hold hopes of bringing
campus-wide
about
improvements as well. In
particular, Davey said the
officers will try to start a
recycling
campus-wide
program. He noted that the
(Continued on Page 4)
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ortb anb gation
UNITED NATIONS- The crisis over
Saddam Hussein's defiance of the
United Nations is intensifying. As
many as 100 U.S. patriot missiles,
1300 soldiers, and 60 U.S. planes are
on alert for possible deployment in
the gulf. Iraq did agree to restricted
helicopter flights by U.N. inspectors.
Iraq had insisted on placing
conditions on the flights.
BOSTON- Boston Mayor Raymond
L. Flynn faced two challengers in a
non-partisan
primary
Tuesday.
Turnout was light. Flynn was opposed
by Boston Teachers Union President
Edward Doherty and the Rev.

eampug

GrayIan Ellis-Hagler. Flynn appeared
likely to be one of the top two
finishers to advance to the Nov. 5
election, where he is favored to easily
win a third term.
Senate
The
WASHINGTONapproved $6.1 billion in expanded
jobless benefits that President Bush
refused to spend last month. The
House now is expected to pass
another version of the jobless benefits
package later this week. Sen. Paul
Wellstone, D-Minn., referred to the
party debate as "a game of chess, and
unemployed people become the
pawns."

LA TOLLA, CA- The legendary Dr.
Seuss, author and illustrator of 47
madcap storybooks for children, died
Tuesday night in his home. He was 87
and had been ill for several months.
Theodor Seuss Geisel wrote such
classics as The Cat in' the Hat and The
Grinch Who Stole Christmans. His
books were translated into 18
different languages, and more than
100 million were sold. In 1984, he
won a Pulitzer Prize for children's
literature.
ZAIRE- French paratroopers seized
Zaire's international airport Tuesday
to protect foreigners from 3,000

Zairian soldiers, who went on a
rampage Monday over not being paid
for months. Up to 19 were killed,
including a French paratrooper.
Turnout
for
WORCESTERWorcester City Council elections was
at a low of 15.5 percent on Tuesday.
In district 1, challenger Stephen
Patton topped incumbent John
Harrity. In District 5, incumbent
Mcgrath
outpolled
Raymond
challenger Wayne Griffin. Despite the
efforts of all the candidates, the
turnout remained low.
Compiled by Anne Donahue

cent

ABORTION EXHII3IT DIVIDES
CAMPUS. "Beatitude," a student
art exhibit that uses religious images
to support abortion rights, is at the
at
controversy
of a
center
College.
LaGuardia Community
Students charged LCC had engaged
in censorship when officials, in
from
complaints
to
response
students and politicians, Coverei the
display with black paper. A day
their
reviewed
later, officials
decision and ordered the exhibit to
remain on display.
OF
GUARANTEES
NO
HARMONY. A recent survey of
500 U. of Michigan undergraduates

career advancement. A survey of
professional career advisors gave
"working hard" a low rating but
considered "developing a career
plan" and "having a mentor" to be
priorities.

found that 70% of white students
indicated "strong" or "some" support
for affirmative action policies in
However, 30%
admissions.
"strong"
or
"some"
indicated
opposition. Researchers feel that
while there seems to be enough
support to sustain the policies,
there's alilo enough opposition to
create tensions.

PLAN FOR WHITE STUDENT
UNION CREATES CONFLICT.
The impending formation of a white
student union at the U. of
Minnesota
caused
Anti-Racist
Action (ARA), a Twin Cities group
claiming to fight organized racism,
to distribute flyers and spray paint
messages around the campus.

HOW TO BUILD A CAREER.
Two recent studies offer conflicting
results as to what it takes to get
started in the workplace. According
to Right Associates, college students
listed "hard work" at the top of a list
of things they consider important for

"Preconceived
notions are
the lock on the
door to wisdom."
Merry Browne,
writer for The
National Enquirer

Enjoy an evening of wit, wisdom, sarcasm, insults, twisted
logic, biting crticism and silly behavior as the 13JF Debate
Society talks about booze.

Subscribe to
tile Crusader

Heppe (Classics)
Jones (Poll-Sc)
VS
The ISJF Debate Society's
Robert Fentozzi '22
Kevin O'Scennisin '22
Prof
Prof

Have a full year of The Crusader sent to family, friends,
relatives for only $20.
Just clip out this coupon, enclose a check payable to The
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Post Office Box 32A
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People are talking:

Send Subscription to:
Address: ..

It was so exciting I can barely remeber itil
-Betty Ford
Oh yes, yes. Quite, quite, quite smashing.
-Prof Hamilton

JOIN THE CRUSADE!

It was so good I drove my car off a bri-- no I didn't!!
-Ted Kennedy
•
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Holy Cross meets UPENN Judge Noonan to deliver
H
match-up
anify-Ho
wland
lecture
in homecoming
By PATTY O'CONNOR
NEWS STAFF
1991 Homecoming will be
Saturday, when the varsity football
team meets the University of
Pennsylvania at 1 p.m. at Fittor.
Field.
At halftime, the eighth annual
Band Alumni Program will feature
graduates
band
current
and
Last year
members performing.
band alumni representing more than
15 different classes, from as far back
as the Class of 1937, entertained the
Fitton Field crowd, under the baton
of director Robert A. Principe.
After the contest a panel of
sportswriters and broadcasters will
select the game's outstanding player,
who will be awarded the John B.
Turco Memorial Trophy, presented
by the Class of 1952 in memory of
Hall of Famer Johnny Turco '52.
Last year, running back Joe Segretti

'90, All-Patriot League MVP, won
the award for the second time.
morning, the
On Saturday
General Alumni Association Board
of Directors, chaired by incoming
GAA president John Mee '65, will
meet in Hogan Campus Center,
while the annual meeting of class
chairs will be held at the same time.
At noon, leaders of the Holy
Cross Fund will adjourn to the
Hogan Ballroom for their annual
luncheon and awards ceremony, at
which outstanding fund workers will
be honored.
There will be a- GAA-sponsored
reception following the football
game in the Fieldhouse for alumni,
family and friends, and at 4:30 p.m.
mass will be celebrated in the Mary
Chapel.

to/
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books
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Government
books make
l'outtun, Ileatgifts1

201,1

*iums.

Take advantage of
the wealth of knowledge
available from your
Government. The
Superintendent of
Documents produces a
catalog that tells you
about new and popular
books sold by the
Government-hundreds of books on
agriculture, business,
children,..energy, health,
history,_ space, and
much, niuch more. For a
free copy of this
catalog, write—

Free Catalog
P.O. BOx 37000
Washington DC
20013-7000

The Honorable John T. Noonan
Jr., of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Court in San
Francisco, will deliver the 26th
annual Hanify-Howland Lecture on
Tuesday, October 8th at 8 p.m. in
Center
Campus
Hogan
the
Ballroom.
Noonan, an expert on Catholk
issues and the law, will deliver his
speech, "Free Exercise of Religion:
Past History and Present Crisis."
The lecture will focus on the role of
religion in public life as protected by
the U.S. Constitution.
On October 9, Judge Noonan
will meet with selected students and
faculty in two small seminars. •
A
graduate
of
Harvard
University and Harvard Law School,
Noonan studied English literature at
Cambridge University in England
for one year, and earned a Master
of Arts and a Ph.D. in philosophy at
The Catholic University of America.

Judge John T. Noonan,Jr.

Social Development and World
Peace, U.S. Catholic Conference.
Noonan is the author of
numerous articles and books, many
of which focus on the First
Amendment rights of freedom
religion and freedom of speech. His
books include The Morality of
Abortion, A Private Choice, and
Contraception: A History of Its
Treatment
by
the
Catholic
Theologians.

Noonan was with the Boston law
firm of Herrick, Smith, Donald,
Farley and Ketchum before he
taught at the University of Notre
Dame Law School and
the
University of California, Berkeley.

While serving on the Ninth
Circuit Court he has dealt with cases
regarding the rights of women in the
workplace and those concerning
homosexuals in the military.

He has served as a member of
numerous Catholic Church groups,
including the Papal Commission on
Problems of the Family, the Canon
Law Society of America, The
Bishops' Committee on Law and
Life Issues, and the Committee on

The Hanify-Howland Lecture
Series honors the late Edward F.
Hanify, who graduated from Holy
Cross in 1904, and served as a
Massachusetts Superior Court justice
for 15 years. The series was founded
by the late Weston Howland, board
of Warwick Hills, Inc.

_

411111111110.

These Holy Cross students took time out of their busy schedules to donate blood
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First year officers . . New Committee seeks
to reform Food Service

(Continued from page 1.)

officers wanted to become
actively involved in the committees
discussing food quality and living
conditions.
While discussing their new
positions, the officers had specific
feelings about their roles within the
Holy Cross community. Rich Davey
said his function as president is "to
be a voice of the first year students,
to be accessible if they have any
questions or problems."
Poyant viewed her position of
vice-president as primarily a behind
-the-scenes role. "I knew that the
really
vice-president
becomes
involved, but I didn't need to be the
Barkett
leader," said Poyant.
explained that she ran for treasurer
because of her talent at organizing
well.
her past
Smith considered
experience as a National Honor
Society secretary as ideal for her
new position in the SGA, and she is
looking forward to meeting more
people and promoting class unity.
and
Smith
Barkett
Both
expressed a small degree of regret
that they had run unopposed for
treasurer and secretary.
remained
optimistic
Barkett
about their appointments. "Even
though we didn't have a lot of
people running, we still have a lot of
spirit. Our class is huge; we have the
manpower to do anything!"
Davey noted that a substantial
proportion of first-year students
voted in last week's elections, and
he commented, "We would like to
thank all those who voted, and we
hope we can do the job for
them...This is not going to be the
last time they hear from us."
Although excited about their
initial roles in the SGA, all of the
have
held
first-year
officers
leadership positions in the past.

Davey, a graduate of Boston
College High School in Dorchester,
MA, participated in student council
for four years and was secretary of
his National Honor Society chapter
for two years. He gained further
leadership experience as a member
of the Arch Diocese of Boston's
Youth Leadership Committee and
as a participant in the American
Poy
Legion's Boys State.
ant attended Coyle Cassidy High
School in Taunton, MA where she
was a student council homeroom
representative and secretary of the
National Honor Society.
A member of Student Council
for three years and the treasurer of
her senior class, Barkett attended St.
Mary Academy Bay View in
Warren, RI.
Smith was a student at Westboro
High School in Westboro, Mk she
also held the post of secretary of the
National Honor Society in her
senior year.
Other first-year students who
were elected to positions in the
Student Government Association
include Rich Mynahan, Alumni
Representative;
Kathleen
Moloughney, Carlin Representative;
Steve
McDevitt
and
Donna
Whitehouse, Clark Representatives;
Jennifer A. Beecher and Dave
Sawyer, Hanselman Representatives;
Kitty Burke and Nancy Fox, Hee:.
Representatives; Jeff Cronin and
Kristen
Miller,
Lehy
Representatives; Doreen Mozzicato,
Substance-Free
Loyola
Representative; Meg Fleming, Gene
Fredey, Sean Murphy, Mulledy
Representatives; Efren F. Hilera,
Latin
American
Student
Representative; Danita Beck, Black
Student Representative; Calvin Ho,
Asian Student Representative; Sara
M.
Dod man,
Off-Campus
Representative; Mary D'Argenis,
Day Student Representative.

By CHRIS CUNNIFFE
SPECIAL TO NEWS
In an attempt to address student
concerns about the quality of service
now provided by Kimball Dining
Hall and other Food Service
facilities, the SGA has formed a
Committee on Food Services. The
committee will be co-chaired by
Brian Marsela '92 and Tom
Bridgeforth '93.
of
comprised
Presently
students,
twenty
approximately
efforts are being focused on
pinpointing the strengths and
weaknesses of the present system.
Several subcommittees have been
established to bring about more
detailed comprehension of specific
concerns and potential opportunities
for improvement.
Prominent among the proposals
is a plan to redesign the interior of
Kimball so as to facilitate the flow
of students through the serving area.
Under serious consideration is the
idea of moving the beverage
dispensing equipment out of the
main serving center and into the
general dining area.
Bolder measures to reposition
the serving zones of certain food
items will also be looked into.
Past plans to re-route the
interior of Kimball have not come
to fruition due to the need to divert
to
make
in
order
funds
improvements in other dining
facilities such as the Pizza Pub and

Kimball II. The committee intends
to make use of the efforts of past
student initiatives to redesign the
main dining hall.
The committee will have the
opportunity to speak with Kimball
administrators and examine first
hand the food preparation process.
The subject of waste on the part of
students and the service providers,
particularly in the main dining hall,
will be seriously addressed.
The committee will also have
access to financial information as to
how food service funds are allocated
toward various facets of operation.
Efforts will be made to compare
the dining facilities provided by Holy
Cross to the services offered by
other colleges and universities.
The possibility of recommending
the use of private food service
contractors was discussed at the
committee's organizational meeting.
However, a general consensus was
reached that such a measure would
be too bold a step at this point in
time and that efforts should be
focused
toward reforming the
present system.
The current availability of meal
plan options has been the subject of
considerable complaint on the part
students,
particularly
the
of
reduction of the spending sum
provided with the declining balance
option. A subcommittee has been
address
these
established
to
concerns and look into possible
alternatives.

Do something good.
Feelsomething real.
From now on in America, any definition of a successful life must include serving others.
lo find out how you can help in your community call 1 (800) 677.5515.
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Students to march
Careers Calendar with homeless in
Kennebunkport
Fall activities are gearing up all
over campus, and the Career
Planning Office is no exception.
Now, with each issue of the
Crusader, The Careers Calendar will
bring you a sampling of the
events,
programs,
resources,
internships, and job opportunities
available to you along with a
calendar of events for the following
week. Review the information of
events for the following week.
Review the information below and
tap into those resources that meet
your needs.
The Academy Fellowship--at the
St. Johnsbury Academy in Vermont
is a one year, limited contract
teaching opportunity for recent
college graduates who desire a
career in independent secondary
education. The teacher will be
totally involved in Academy life,
teaching,
classroom
including
and
activities,
extracurricular
will
Fellows
All
resident life.
personal
the
from
benefit
supervision and support of an
faculty
Academy
experienced
Johnsbury
St.
member at the
Academy.
The 1992 College Younger
National
Scholars Awards--The
Endowment for the Humanities
invites applications for these awards.
All awards are for $2400 and are
designed to support individuals
wishing to conduct research and
writing projects in the humanities
during the Summer of 1992. To
learn more about application
processes, pick up the brochure in
the Career Resource Room.
The American Pre-Law Advisor-Published three times per year by
the APLA, this resource is available
to support you as you research law
programs, prepare for the LSAT,
and feel out the competition for law
school admission. Latest copies are

on reserve in the Career Resource
Room.

Employment
International
Hotline--This monthly publication
reports on the International Job
Market, lists current job openings
along with contact information, and
offers feature articles on countries,
job search strategies, and economic
trends. Visit the Career Resource
room to review the latest copy and
add this resource to your "job
search toolkit".
WBOS - 92.9 FM--92.9 FM
located in Boston offers internships
in the Music, Promotion, News and
Research Departments. Internships
are now available for the Fall and
Spring semesters, with preference
going to those seeking academic
credit. Hours are flexible for this
non-paying internship. Additional
details and contact information are
available in the Career Resource
Room.
For
Magazine
Inc.--"The
Growing Companies" is seeking
editorial interns for its Boston
Office.
Full-time and part-time
schedules are available for those
with an interest in researching and
verifying financial and historical
information, working with company
reports, interviewing chief executive
officers, and other projects related
to the annual listing of the "Inc.
100". Details are available in the
Career Resource Room.
Theater
The
Nev.*, York
exciting
and
Workshop--produces
challenging new works that combine
an exploration of theatrical forms
with a perspective on our history
and on events and institutions that
shape our lives. To learn more
about the varied responsibilities
internship
their
available
in
program, visit the Career Resource
Room, Hogan 203.

By MIKE CULLITY
NEWS STAFF
On Saturday, October 5, Holy
Cross' Student Coalition on Housing
and the Homeless (SCOHAH) will
make itself heard at "The March on
Kennebunkport," a day-long rally
designed to attune President George
Bush to the issues surrounding
homelessness in America.
Sponsored by Housing Now!, a
national coalition for housing justice,
the march will assemble near the
President's Maine vacation residence
and will be addressed by several
regional housing experts. Both
homeless advocates and homeless
citizens from all parts of the country
are expected to attend.
to
According
SCOHAH
representative, A.C. Caldwell '92,
thirty-five
approximately
HC
students have signed up for the
march thus far. The group will
to
auto
caravan
travel
by
Kennebunkport.
She added that three buses
the
Worcester
sponsored
by

Committee on Homelessness and
Housing will make the trip as well.
Many of Worcester's homeless and
low-income residents are expected
to be on these buses.
In order to provide some of
these people with a lunch for the
trip, SCOHAH will be in .Kimball
next
week
accepting
I.D.
invalidations from any student who
wishes to donate a meal.
Caldwell said that homeless
organizations including SCOHAH
have been criticized in the past for
raising money to send homeless
people to demonstrations instead of
applying the funds to tangible items.
She dismissed this criticism by
saying, "It's healthy for the homeless
to have their voices heard."
She added that it is just as
important for Holy Cross students to
express their views on the matter.
Anyone wishing to join the
SCOHAH contingent at "The March
on Kennebunkport" can either
contact Erin Reedy at 757-7845, or
attend SCOHAH's weekly meeting
on Monday at 9 p.m. in Hogan 413.

SCOHAH members prepare for the march against homelessness.

ASK OPERATOR
FOR OUT OF TOWN RATES

ARROW CAB
OF WORCESTER

DEPENDABILITY
REASONABLE RATES

7 DAYS A WEEK
Serving You With Pride

Trained Personnel
Specializing In Service
TWO-WAY RADIO
PROMPT COURTEOUS SERVICE

Trips Anywhere

24 HOUR SERVICE
DIRECT SERVICE TO 8. FROM WORCESTER AIRPORT

756-5184

BOreyou

dicsect...

For more information about humane alternatives Vie
to animal dissection in classrooms, •••
CALL TOEL-FREE
DISSECTION HO7ZEVE
1-800-922-FROG
student outreach pmjed ofthe Animal Lqud Ddiutse Fund
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NEED addresses nutrition
As the 1991-1992 school year
gets under way, the Nutrition,
Exercise, and Eating Disorder
Program (NEED) begins making
plans for continued peer education,
prevention and referral on the Holy
Cross campus.
Last year was the establishing
year for the NEED program. The
program itself was the result of
that
were
research
surveys
conducted here at Holy Cross to
study the patterns of eating behavior
exhibited by college women, as well
as the influence of body image on
eating habits.
The results of these studies were
alarming; approximately one in five
women felt that their eating patterns
frequently or always differed from
most other college students.
The University of Massachusetts
Medical Center and Holy Cross
designed the Nutrition, Exercise,
and Eating Disorder Program in the
student
increasing
of
hopes
awareness and concern thrr .gh peer
education and referral.

NEED's first year in existence
was a successful one. All of the
NEED educators participated in
approximately forty hours of training
by professionals from Holy Cross
and UMass Medical Center, after
which particular projects were
completed.
These projects were aimed at
addressing the topics of proper
exercise, nutrition, and the warning
signs and dangers of eating
disorders.
Dorm presentations, radio public
service announcements, a video
discussing the misconceptions about
food, work with Holy Cross Food
Services, and a survey which
hundred
five
over
obtained
responses were some of the
achievements of NEED's first year.
The hopes and expectations for this
year are even higher.
This year there are thirteen
NEED educators. Every residence
hall will have a NEED educator
assigned to it, allowing students to
have consistent access to a member

of the group. NEED is also hoping
to have a PO box available for
direct questions, concerns, or
Cross
Holy
from
suggestions
students.
NEED believes that these
measures will increase contact
between the members of the group
and the remainder of the student
body, and that success of the
Nutrition, Exercise, and Eating
Disorder Program depends on such
contact.
The NEED Educators for the
1991-92 school year are:
John Balboni, Alumni;
Christie Carges, Clark; Melissa
Daniels, MuHedy; Anna Discenza,
Alumni; Cathleen Dunne; Sarah
Jeanine Gandt,
Fallon Carlin;
Healy; Janine McAssey; Denise
Kerry
Wheeler;
Richardson,
Robertson, Mulledy; Kara Stutz,
Loyola; Catherine Twohig, Loyola;
Kelly Walsh, Hanselman.

For'1he
Eleventhlime,
You'll HaveTo
PayForDirectory
Assistance.
ButThe FirstTen Calls Are Free Each Month
With Our New Directory Assistance Charging Plan.*
Residence customers will now be charged 340 for each directly-dialed Directory
Assistance call made in excess of ten calls per month.
According to recent legislation, New England Telephone will use this revenue to
help fund a statewide Enhanced 9-1-1 emergency network,as well as provide
telecommunications services and equipment for the speech and hearing impaired.
You can avoid these Directory Assistance charges by writing down numbers as you
get them, keeping track of your Directory Assistance calls, and ofcourse, using your
NYNEX phone book.
Directory Assistance calls made from pay phones are exempt from any charges.
Other exemptions include the legally blind, visually handicapped (persons whose
visual disability, with correction, are certified as unable to read normal printed materials"),
and physically handicapped (persons who are certified as unable to read or use ordinary
printed materials as a result of physical limitations:"
la request additional directories or exemption from residence Directory
Assistance charging,call your service representative Monday — Friday,9am — 5pm.

New England Telephone
A NYNEX.Company
*Includes 411 and I 555-1212calls within &went Mass.(61715"or Ilistent Mass.(4/3)Aisr England lthphone callinglora.
••As definer/by the &dealRtgis#1; Vo. 35,#I26.

Fenwick
chapel...
(Continued from page 1.)

through
alumni, friends, corporations, or
other foundations, but he did not
know specifically how the money
would be raised.
He noted that application for any
grant is quite competitive. Korde
echoed this sentiment,"These days to
get a grant for music is especially
good."
Weiss estimated that the soonest
the project will begin is next summer,
but is more likely to commence in the
summer of93.

,

Classifieds ,
Travel Sales Managers
Vacation Outlet Filene's
Basement needs go-getters
to hire & manage campus
rep's for Spring Break '92
Make $5K+ in 5 mos.(PT).
Some travel - must have
car and phone w/ans.
machine. Call J.T. at (617)
262-3734 (9 to 5)

Earn $2000 + Free Spring
Break Trips!!
North America's #1 Student
tour operator seeking
motivated students, organizations, as campus
representatives promoting
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,
and Panama City! Call
1-800-724-1555!

PANAMA CITY BEACH
This Spring Break earn free
trips and make the most money.
Sell the best location on the
beach next to the world's
largest night clubs. Campus
reps needed to promote
Spring Break. Call Jenny at
1-800-558-3002.

Boston Billiard Club is
seeking part time college
marketing reps. Call Howard
ASAP at 617-536-7665.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Promote & Organize our Spring
Break tours. All materials
furnished. Good Pay & Fun.
Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.

Campus Representatives Needed
Earn free trip and big
commissions by selling
CANCUN, MEXICO. For more
information call toll free at
800-755-7996 or in
Connecticut at 203-975-8833
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Greeting card contest Social workers discuss their
Along with cash prizes, winners will
receive credit for their creations on
the back of each card. These credit
lines will contain the name of the
artist, the writer, the college each
attends,
and
the
year
of
Each
card
"anticipated" graduation.
will be distributed nationally.
Prose verse is preferred to
poetry and should not be more than
10-15
and
lines.
Artists
photographers are
limited
by
imagination only. This is a chance
for students to express their creative
ability without the pressure of
grades.
For
a
package
outlining
guidelines of this program, submit
name, mailing address and name of
school by Oct. 18, 1991. Mail to:
Campus Greetings, c/o McCallum
Design Company, 1380 Pearl Road,
Brunswick, OH 44212. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.

Campus Greetings is contacting
college newspapers in every state to
announce a national greeting card
contest.
Entrants will submit
artwork, photography, or verse
designed for a special line of cards
designed by college students for
college students. These cards will
express themes of friendship and
love.
Art and verse should
specifically reflect the words and
lifestyle of college students...not
those of a poet who doesn't
understand how college students
communicate or think.
Entrants will be competing for
the following prizes: $100 for each
piece of art or photography and $50
for each verse selected. There will
be over 120 winners in this contest.
Non-winning submissions will be
kept on file for consideration in the
next production run. All work must
be original. There is no limit to the
number of items one can submit.

Help increase Hispanic vote
A group of Holy Cross students
is
mobilizing
to aid
Puerto
Rican/Latino voter registration in
Puerto . Ricans,
Worcester.
Hispanics, and Latinos make up
approximately 17% of the Worcester
population. However, 80% of them
are not registered to vote.
An effort is being made by the
Puerto
Voter
Rican/Latino
Registration Task Force to register

potential voters in this community
before
this
year's
November
election.
If interested
in
becoming
involved in Worcester, local politics,
helping a good cause, or have any
questions, please send your name,
phone number and P.O. box
number to Tricia Chesanek, '92,
P.0.373.

Edsel...
(Continued from page 1.)
that in this financial
climate,"our dealers need to be more
sensitive to the needs of the
consumer."
In response to a question
concerning the state of American
education, Ford called for widespread
educational reform.
"The public school system in this
country is a nightmare," he said, citing
his observations of the metropolitan
Detroit system.
"Thank God for the private school
system," he added.
He said that although recent
presidents (namely Reagan and

Bush) have shone brightly for their
performances internationally, they
have done nothing for education.
Ford advocated a strong national
education policy which included
industry support. He added that many
industries are already spending more
money in the public school sector
because "we realize it's vital for the
future of this country."
Following his speech, Ford
conversed with several students and
gave interviews to local press. He
then lunched with members of the
Cross & Scrolls Society and a group
of economics professors and honor
students.

careers helping homeless
By STACY DUDA
NEWS STAFF
On Wednesday night in Hogan
Campus Center the "Careers In"
program for the 91-92 school year
commenced. This first session was
geared towards careers with and for
the homeless.
A panel of three well-trained and
accomplished social workers from the
Worcester area described their careers and aspirations in a resume-like
fashion to a turnout of about 30 students.
The first panelist to speak was Eve
Gilmore, Executive Director of the
YWCA and also a HC graduate class
of '76. She reflected on how her internship experiences with the special
studies department and the SPUD
program during her years as a student
helped prepare her for a broad scope
of work areas to choose from. The
weight of her discussion centered on
the reality that many traditional ways
of doing things in these community
services need to be challenged.
The other two panelists were
Sharon Matthews, the Program Administrator of Youville House and
Kathi Hasegawa, Head of the
Worcester Committee for the
Homeless. Both women expressed
similar "onward and upward" attitudes and stressed the importance of

internships and hands-on skills that
arc developed through experience.
"When you sit there, eye to eye,
looking at this traumatized woman
you feel suddenly a responsibility, a
tremendous and great feeling that you
can help her, that you on do something for her" said Sharon Matthews,
who supervises at a shelter for
homeless families.
All three in their speeches claimed
to be powerful believers in how much
difference wit can make, especially
when you see this change on a personal level, when you see your own
action making a difference in the lives
of others.
Student's questions expressed
concerns over parent's apprehension
toward their interest in social work or
joining organizations such as the
Peace Corps and also over the generally low salaries of social workers.
Kathi Hasegawa told one student
"Just go for it!" In response to one
student asking if she has ever been in
a situation where she's asked herself
"what am I doing here; why am I doing this?" she replied, "There arc
often many obstructions, many
emotional difficulties, many language
barriers. Social work is a love/hate
relationship. There is always a way
out - you decide if you want to stay or
go. Nothing makes you stay anywhere
in life other than yourself."
Spaghetti

Beverages
Soda

wCOLLEGEw
fD
a
522 CAMBRIDGE ST.
WORCESTER, MA

w/Sauce

3.35

Can .70

w/Meatballe

3.95

Liter 1.25

w/Sausage

3.95

wNeal

3.95

Milk
Half Pint .50
Quart

1.00

w/Mushrooms

3.95

w/Chicken

3.95

.70

Juice

753-6714
757-6059

Salads

3e3Tioom

Tossed, Salad

3.36

Greek Salad

3.95

Antipasto

4.50

Chet Salad

4.50

SfififOOd Of TWO Salad

4.50

PIZZA

"You don't have to!"

Small

Small

Large

Large

Plain

3.35

6.40

Bacon

4.25

7.30

Onion

4.25

7.30

Can. Bacon

4.50

7.75

Pepperoni

4.25

7.30

Black Olive

4.25

7.30

Meatball

4.25

7.30

Hawaiian

5.00

875
8.75

Sausage

4.25

7.30

2-Toppings

5.00

Mushroom

4.25

7.30

3-Toppings

6.00

10.00

Hamburg

4.25

7.30

House Special

6.75

11.50

Green Pepper

4.25

7.30

Extra Cheese

1.00

1.50

Subs
Syrian
Small

Large

2.75

3.75

THE GREAT CUT
Cheeseburger

A Precision Cut
exactly the way
you like it. With
Shampoo $7.95

Reg $9

HC-Exp 10131191
Not valid with other oI ers

Great Cuts ...for great looking hair!
Two Convenient Worcester Locations
• 560 LINCOLN ST. NEXT TO McDONALD'S 853-7881
• 507 MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM CITY HALL 756-4752

Large

Pockets

Seafood Salad

2.95

3.95

3,75

Meatball

2.75

3.75

3,50

Sausage

2.75

3.75

3.50

& Sausage

2.95

3.95

3.75

Veal

2.75

3.75

3.50

2.75

3.75

3.50

Italian

2.75

3.75

3.50

Meatball

Ham, Salami
3.95

Genoa Salami

2.75

Roast Beet

2.90

3.95
3.75

3.75
3.50
3.50

Pastrami

2.90

3.95

3.50

Turkey

2.90

3.95

3.50

B.L.T.

2.90

3.95

3.50

Tuna Salad

2.75

3.75

3.50

Vegetarian

Small

3.50

Ham Si Cheese

& Cheese

Syrian

Pockets

2.75

3.75

3.50

Chicken Cutlet

2.90

3.95

3.50

Eggplant

2.75

3.75

3.50

Sieak & Cheese

2.90

3.95

3.50

Steak & Oa

3.00

4.00

3.7E

Steak & Pepper

3.00

4.00

3.75

St. & Mushroom

3.25

4.50

3.85

Steak Combo

3.50

4.75

3.95
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Friday, Sept. 27th
Ballroom

10:30 - 1 am

*Drinking Room w/proper ID*
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pinion
Weld melts conservative mold
Conservative breakthrough of the
Governor
Massachusetts
week:
William Weld pushes a bill to
protect (i.e. conserve) the right of
women to access abortion services in
the commonwealth. This move
affords us a perfect example of how
ideology defeats politics. Were
prudent
the
Bush
President
be, he
to
claims
he
conservative
prevent
to
lead
would take Weld's
government intrusion into the lives
or our nation's women.
Conservative backlash of the
week: Boston's Catholic Archbishop
Bernard Cardinal Law decries
Weld's abortion bill as frighteningly
make
to
immoral and sure
Massachusetts "the comir nwealth

Cardinal Law, for his part, is not
an open-minded individual. He does
not have to be. His job as highranking official in the bureaucracy
of the Roman (not necessarily
American) Catholic Church is to tell
his followers how they should live
their lives. Famously outspoken,
Law has decided again to politicize
his views and those of the Church.
Luckily, the founders of our nation
saw fit to separate church and state
and help us progress past the 17th
century.
It is also no secret that the
Cardinal harbors little love for Holy
Cross and the Jesuits in charge. In a
gesture demonstrative of his lack of
discernment between the forest and

"The sense that I have felt around here is
that it is fine to be a liberal as long as you
are pro-life."
of death for the innocent." Too bad
for Law that Vatican II happened,
otherwise the Protestant governor
would have to duck the fire and
brimstone.
So how are we at Holy Cross
supposed to react? We are all good
Catholics, aren't we? Many of us
know what a difficult battle
continues to be fought for the
recognition of a of a Students for
Choice group on campus. Whether
pro-choice or not, I hope students
will not allow the burgeoning
atmosphere of open-mindedness at
the College to be slammed shut on
this one issue just because the
Church, the administration, or other
students find the topic morally
condemnable.

the trees, upon a visit paying respect
to Bishop Fenwick's grave, Law
an
deign (such
to
refused
thou"
appropriately "holier than
term) to speak with those who
would give an honorary degree to
the abortionist Mario Cuomo. No
real skin off our cassocks, Cardinal.
Regardless of what the Cardinal
or the President of the College tell
us about the evils of abortion, we
must be free to make our own
informed decisions. The College is
currently conferring with its legal
Choice-group
the
counsel on
recognition issue. If ultimately, Holy
Cross refuses to support the
discussion and debate, the balance
of our educational experience will
be depressingly slanted. The pro-

Library hypocrisy
Who are you? And why are you
bothering me? The library assistants,
in charge of keeping the hell raising
library goers silent and seated, are
more bothersome than the people
who make the actual noise. Other
institutions have no problem keeping
the noise level down in the library
without the presence of predator-like
library assistants.
If I decide to accept the fact that
college students cannot run their own
place of quiet study, I still must deal
with the blatant hypocrisy of these
hunters. Although they are just doing
their job, I cannot but help notice the
hypocrisy in many of their actions.
On the occasion of my very first visit
to the library, I had a run in with one
of these annoying busybodies.
Sitting quietly at one of the
upstairs tables, I was momentarily
interrupted by my roommate to
arrange a time we would meet to go
to dinner. Within the first fifteen
seconds of the exchange (we weren't
planning to carry on a conversation),
one of the hunters rudely interrupted
our below- a-whisper dialogue. She

curtly informed my roommate and I
to move the conversation elsewhere
or to sit down and remain silent. Like
I said, annoying and extremely
juvenile, but still within the realm of
tolerance. Briefly interrupted, I now
returned to my work only to find that
this crusader of silence was carrying
on a conversation in a moderately
loud tone with the reference desk
worker.
Why even bother? If a group of
students gets so loud that they
bother others, break it up. At the
most, run spot checks from time to
time just to make sure no one is
being needlessly rowdy. Chances
are though, the people at the library
are there for work, and will
voluntarily keep the peace.
Jim MaillS is a contributor to The
Crusader.

choice view, though held by at least
half the students here, is still an
unpopular and quietly held view.
The sense I have felt often around
here is that it is fine to be liberal as
long as you are "pro-life."
Be also reminded of the
narrow
unrealistically
Church's
decrees on birth control. Both the
Cardinal and the Jesuits hold fast to
abstinence as the only acceptable
method to prevent pregnancy. Holy
Cross women visiting the school
gynecologist will find her unable to
other responsible
discuss any
methods on campus. Talk about a
about
Talk
order!
gag
irresponsibility. Granted the College
does not have to be responsible for
our sexual conduct, but not to allow
a doctor to be open and thorough
with a patient?
Weld, whose other policies
any
hardly
demonstrate
understanding of what it means not
to be born sucking on a silver
spoon, is to be commended for his
forthright and sensible action. Likely
to pass, the new bill will inoculate
from
the
this
commonwealth
spreading national affliction of
executive
politicians,
religious
moralizing and judicial legislating
which Sarah Weddington warned us
would overturn Roe vs. Wade within
the next two years.
Addenda: Couldn't resist the low
blow to Jesse Helms. News is that
he has prostate cancer; a small
measure of justice for all his
contributions to open-mindedness
and sensitivity.

Peter O'Malley is a columnist for
The Crusader.

Top Ten Reasons
Why Holy Cross Was
Not Rated

Twenty-

two in U.S. News

10. If the school's not good
enough for that New Kid, Joey,
what is it good for?
9. Don't forget-- Clarence Thomas
once smoked pot at this place.
student
numerous
After
8.
interrogations, they were still
unable to find Father Brooks.
7. Many reviewers were reportedly
turned off by the "Sex and Coffee"
Seminar.
6. That darn Marching Band.
5. The "Angry Young Man" has
been getting too sentimental lately.
4. Last year's "Meat Loaf' incident
still hangs in the air like decaying
vermin.
3. The Hand of Christ has been
known to frighten the children of
many alumni/ac.
2. Dan Wetzel.
1. Head reviewer couldn't find a
damn parking space.
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From Our Readers

PURPLE SNEAKERS

Fulfilling a NEED
To the editor.
article
Long's
Annie
"Sophomore Slump Settles In"
(Crusader, 9/20/91) identifies the way
women perceive food at Kimball. Ms.
Long, like most women, narrows her
diet in accordance with the Holy
Upperclasswomen,
Cross culture.
fearing weight gain and peer criticism,
adopt a low calorie diet of "carrots
and cucumbers" in lieu of personal
health. First-year students, being
new, eat "chicken cordon-bleu and
flavor fries" without remorse. Such
carefree eating, however„will not last
forever. Sophomore Long accepts
her new eating role as a fact of being
an.u pperclasswoma n:
"Those [chicken cordon-bleu] days
are over now...It's not like we didn't
know it was coming. But now it's
finally here and there's nothing that
we can do about it."
Ms. Long's Kimball is anxietyladen and a place where food
selection becomes stressful. Kimball
loses its social atmosphere. Viciously,
women comment on one another
"Get them [those women] some soft
serve, pizza and beer soon. They're
all too skinny and pretty." This

If

. the competitive

academic nature of the
College, and the pervasive
message

of

success,

shapes a certain manner
of eating among women."

becomes common place conversation.
Competition takes over Kimball.
Personal health is irrelevant; the
primary focus becomes the woman's
size, and the amount or types of food
Is this what first-year
she eats.
students should come to expect?
While I credit Ms. Long's
awareness about this Kimball
her
complacency
phenomenon,
shocks me ("it's finally here and
there's nothing that we can do about
it"). A solution does exist; something
can be done. Increasing the students'
knowledge of health and nutrition is
Encouraging more
one answer.
discussion on health topics is another.
I recommend and encourage all
students to support the campus
NEED
(Nutrition,
organization
Exercise, & Eating Disorders) in their
attempt to foster a new attitude
toward health at Holy Cross and
after.

the high number of reported eating
disorders at the College. Students
can find NEED educators in every
dorm and find NEED related facts
posted on a bulletin board located in
Hogan basement.
Dr. Ann Flynn of the Counseling
Center and Terri Reed, R.N. from U.
Mass Medical Center, head this group
of fourteen students. NEED takes a
holistic approach to health by
promoting good eating habits coupled
with exercise. Melissa Daniels, a
NEED educator, articulates the
group's philosophy:
NEED informs people about basic
nutrition and proper exercise. We stress
wise choices offood and everything in
moderation. We never say don't eat
this or don't eat that but consistently
unhealthy choices will cause your body
to suffer.
educational
direct
Counselors
Right in
"Eating
as
programs such
Exercise"
and
"Nutrition
Kimball" and
emphasizing NEED's philosophy.
The staff also works individually with
students upon request.
NEED is making an effort to
correct misconceptions about food
and health. Last week, many firstyear females heard the program
"Eating Right in Kimball." Beyond
the presentation of facts, the
questions after discussion were very
important. Students want to know
what's good for them and what's not
You often hear "Granola is really
high in fat or dried tuna is an option
at the deli-line." NEED 1)ositively
offers facts encouraging better
individual health.
I understand Ms. Long's point of
view and her frustration with Kimball.
Last semester I conducted a study on
the eating habits of women at Holy
Cross. My research brought me into
contact with Dr. Flynn and NEED.
My study concluded that the "Holy
Cross" culture, the competitive
academic nature of the College, and
the pervasive message of success,
shapes a certain manner of eating
among women. I went on to join
NEED hoping to correct this style of
behavior. Food should not cause
stress in a person's life! Food is fuel;
it should not have power over an
individual.
Check the NEED bulletin board
in Hogan! Attend a program! NEED
serves the interests of Holy Cross and
through education it hopes to raise a
new consciousness about health.
Apathy is not the answer. Holy Cross
is a wonderful place with so much to
do and encounter. Take charge!
Make yourself aware! Every student
is intelligent. Every student has so
much to live for beyond Kimball.
John Balboni '92
Melissa Daniels '92

NEED is a peer group that
promotes wellness of being through
encouraging informed and healthy
choices about eating and exercise.
This group developed in response to

Kerry Robertson '92
Anna Discenza '93
Sarah Fallon '93

,. _ .
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End of Cape Week?
To the editor.
Cape Week has traditionally been
for students to spend time
chance
a
with their friends and classmates,
while they unwind from the stress of
exams and enjoy Cape Cod. If the
is
Pipeline
Sewage
Boston
constructed though, Cape Week will
be changed forever.
The $400 million, 9.5-mile sewage
pipe is part of the Boston Harbor
cleanup project. The proposal for the
pipe was passed nearly three years
ago, but this information was not
publicized until early this spring.
Originally, plans for the project
included a double treatment system
to be in operation before the pipe's
completion in 1995. Now, the
secondary plant will not be functional
until 1999. The partially-treated waste
will spew out of the pipe at a rate of
500 million to 1.5 billion gallons a
day.
Although the end of the pipeline
will be in Massachusetts Bay, currents
will carry a majority of the waste into
Cape Cod Bay and onto the beaches.

government
of
group
A
public that
the
telling
researchers is
the bay will not suffer; they are not
convincing. The waste-contaminated
water will destroy the plankton
community, the main food source of
fish and whales. Toxins in the water
will harm the shellfish, making it
inedible.
The quality of the water will drop,
will become
and many beaches
unsafe. With the destruction of these
will come the destruction the Cape
Cod economy.
An organization called S.T.O.P.,
Stop the Outflow Pipe, has been and
will continue to fight against the
pipeline. There is a reason we go to
the Cape, not Boston Harbor, to
celebrate.
If this pipeline is constructed, this
difference will no longer exist. This is
not just a "Cape Cod" problem, it will
affect all of Massachusetts. Any concerned residents shoule contact their
local representative.

Christine MacKenzie '94
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I Christopher Cunniffe

Return of the smoke filled room
Following the leads of his
sources in the slums of our nation's
capitol city, our ever fearless hero
has tracked down a secret meeting
of the nation's most mischievous
strategists. Climbing through an air
ventilation duct and peering through
a ceiling crack, he recorded the
following conversation.
Jane Fonda: "Friends, please, stop
your bickering. I did not call this
meeting to settle which of you has
the biggest campaign war chest, I'm
sure all of you will be re-elected to
your respective offices. We have
bigger fish to fry today, or should I
say, Bushes to burn!"
Ted Turner "And Quayles to hunt
down. Ha Ha!"
Laughing first at Jane's remark,
but then turning silent at her
husband's over-circulated Quayle
joke, the group quickly and
obediently seat themselves around a
musty old gambling table.
A
thickening layer of smoke begins to
ascend as each of them light cigars.
Jane: "Brothers and sister, we need
a plan and frankly my mind is
empty."
Al Gore (under his breath): "Stop
the presses, Jane has a brain."
Jane: "I heard that, punk! Look
here, with sex appeal like mine, I
don't need a brain to run this show."
Gore: "Sex appeal?
Hey, I've
landed more babes on this hill than
Gary Hart and Teddy Kennedy
combined."
Bentsen:
"Son, I know Teddy
Kennedy, I've partied with Teddy
Kennedy.
You are no Teddy
Kennedy."
Teddy Kennedy: "Save it for the
Ken doll, cowboy. Jane, can I pour
you a drink?"
Jane: "Not unless you got spring
water in that metal cannister,
mister."

•

•
•
•

Teddy: "No, but I know this great
little Nature Foods store on the way
to my apartment. Maybe after the
meeting we could..."
Turner "Hey, that's my wife- find
your own aerobics instructor, pal."
Bradley: "The ICnicks got Riley!"
Jesse Jackson: "Are we here to
bicker or to create a new campaign
sticker? Are we here to battle or
are we here to raise cattle? I think
I see a snail next to the garbage
pail."
Gephardt "You lunatic, what are
you saying?"
Jesse: "It's not time for you to
chime, can't you see I'm trying to
rhyme? I stand tall when I hear the
call to go to the mall. We will all
be poor if we try to elect Gore, he
voted for the war."
Tsongas: "Enough of this nonsense!
The public thinks we are a party in
disarray, a party without vision, a
party without sound leadership."
Bradley: "I think Riley wants to
move Jackson back as the starter at
point. Ewing's got to go."
Teddy: "Jane, have you ever seen
the sunset from a sailboat anchored
off Hyannisport?"
Tsongas: "Shut up, you drunken
buffoon.
What we need is an
Economic Renaissance. We must
reverse the tax and spend policies
that have caused our party to lose
the support of Middle Class
America."
Gephardt
"We need
more
campaign contributions, we don't
need another Greek with bushy
eyebrows from Massachusetts."
Biden:
"What we need is an
Economic Renaissance. We must
reverse..."
Teddy:
"What you need, Mr.
Chairman, is a drink. What this
country needs is another tax."
Gephardt "Tax the Japanese!"
Gore: "Tax the Republicans!"

Jay Rockefeller "Tax the rich and
save the children, the poor children,
America is failing her children!"
Cuomo: "Quit your whining Rock,
what we need is a bigger scandal.
How about Bush stole '88 election
while having an affair with Barney
Frank?"
Bentsen: "The Godfather speaks!
Listen Luigi, why don't you go back
to the Big Apple and rub out some
of your cousins?"
Tom Harkin: "We mustn't bicker
like capitalist pigs. We must be the
big brothers of the working masses,
we must gather strength from their
suffering, nay we must all suffer like
wretched dogs until we seize the
positions of power!"
Jane: "What are you going to do,
Karl, plan a coup?"
A few moments of contemplative
silence pass followed by an exchange
of intriguing glances. Jane, now
grasping a yardstick, resolutely rises
up and begins to slowly circle the
table while methodically slapping the
stick into the palm of her left hand.
Jane: "Forget it, kids, even at our
best we couldn't muster the strength

NOBODY
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LIKE
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$9•99+TAX
CALL 754-2236
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Gephardt "It's the Mik!"
Harkin: "Lord Almighty, strike me
down this instant! I have not the
purity to even kneel beside him."
Cuomo: "Shield my eyes, for I am
not worthy, I am not worthy."
Mikhail. "Finally, a Party that I can,
trust. Let me begin with a brief
discourse--`Capitalism
and
the
Collective Farm: Lenin's Real
Vision."
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How You Like Pizza Pt Home.

TWO 12" MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE AND
TWO TOPPINGS ON EACH
ONLY!!

Flashing his new Western smile,
Mikhail
Gorbachev
confidently
strides to the front of the room.

Nick's Deli

Jesse: "Tax the WASPS!"
Bentsen: "Tax the Yanks!"
Wilder: "Tax the Catholics!"

to topple West Virginia. We need a
peaceful strategy. Now we must
rally behind a real hero, a
charismatic spokesman of societal
transformation."
Bentsen: "Bring back the Duke!"
Gore: "Stormin' Norman!"
Harkin: "The Mighty McGovern!"
Cuomo: "Drive on for Dinkins!"
Jesse: "Have no fear, I am here!"
Schroeder
"Three jolts for
Geraldine!"
Jane: "Fine, fine, but I was thinking
of someone a little more acceptable
to the American electorate. Mike,
come on in."

Reward
Two Nick's
Specials
For
the Rescue of my
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Cbitortat
In response to violence
In the past few weeks, Holy Cross students have been
plagued by numerous incidents of violence committed
outside the gates. Students have been chased, mugged,
harassed, and stabbed. Off-campus houses have been
vandalized and robbed. Early in the semester, most
disregarded these events as isolated incidents. However,
there is a pattern of crime developing and the problem has
reached epidemic proportions.
Almost all of the incidents have occurred off-campus,
rendering Holy Cross Security powerless. According to
Security, they are not permitted to act in these situations
since they have no jurisdiction off-campus. Therefore, the
matter is handed over to the Worcester Police Department.
Unfortunately for Holy Cross students, the W.P.D. can only
assume a reactionary stance to the problem. That is, they
will not act or investigate until someone is attacked.
In response to the current security problem, the Student
Government Association has formed an Ad Hoc Committee
to address students' safety concerns. The committee is
comprised of the D.O.S. Safety and Security Committee, the
Off-Campus Concerns Committee, and numerous S.G.A.
officials. The S.G.A. should be commended for its
awareness and immediate action to student problems,
something Holy Cross has not experienced in previous
years. However laudatory, this is only a small step in the
right direction to discovering a solution to the problem.
The next step is to extend beyond meeting-room
strategies and editorials on the problem and to take some
solid action. Ironically, the solution lies within the victims.
It is our responsibility to protect ourselves as we cannot rely
on the Worcester Police or Security to do so when we
venture off-campus. We must heed Security advisories. We
should travel in groups when we walk off-campus. We
should utilize the Consortium Shuttle and the van sponsored
by the Women's Forum. Most importantly, however, we
must police each other and not allow ourselves to fall into a
dangerous situation.

LETTERS POLICY
The Crusader welcomes letters from readers.Letters for publication should

be typed,double spaced,at approximately 41 characters per line,and must
include the writer's name, address, telephone number and signature.
Letters for publication should be mailed to The Crusader via PO Box 32A
or delivered to Hogan 505 so that they are received by 7 p.m. on TueFday
of tbv! publication week.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and taste.

ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin

Closer to fine print
For us geriatric-bound members
senior class, certain
of the
buzzwords seem to exist which echo
through every hallway, oozing from
every secluded recess-- terms like
"independence",
"direction",
"demeaning minimum-wage 'do-youwant-fries-with that cmployment",
etc. Personally, I'm not thoroughly
convinced that true independence
and self-prescribed direction can
ever be realized, especially in the
"Real World:" there will always be
someone or something telling you
what to do and how to do it, often
in subtly unflattering ways. In fact,
there's a goodly heap of bossy and
frankly insulting fine print all
around us. Case in point: enter any,
BayBanks cubicle, and usually you'll
find on the glass door a little blue
sign that warns, "This facility is to be
used only to transact banking
business." Oh, so you mean I can't
have my barbecue here? Nope, it
looks like I can only do banking
business here. Certainly I don't want
to incur the wrath of all those
Bobby Orr fans out there, but I
never found a BayBanks cubicle that
stimulating that I would want to
hang out in one of them anyway.
And I think that homeless people,
for example, may have more
important things to worry about
than a little blue sign. Then again,
maybe it's just me.
Directions on food packaging
have always been notoriously silly
and intellectually scathing as well.
Has anyone ever noticed that many
recipes list "Enjoy!" as the final
instruction, as if enjoying is
somehow inherent in the product?
Or as if consumers don't know
whether or not to enjoy? I know
that I often say to myself after
dining, "Gee, something just wasn't
right about this microwave pizza.
What did I miss..? Oh, I overlooked
Step 4-- 'Enjoy!' I forgot to enjoy!"
Another personal favorite in the
food spheres is the fact that many
cracker products try to appear as if
they're actually meta-snacks, capable
of so much more than just
traditional boring or cracker stuff.
Crackers are life , apparently. I
remember Ritz Crackers used to
prominently display on the back of

bra
its packaging a recipe for "Mock
get
Apple Pie," which utilized no apples'
Wit
for
but only Ritz as a sly substitute
tin
I'll
maybe
the forbidden fruit. Now,
not living right, but I never found
the taste of Ritz and apples to he
bui
that interchangeable. Cheez-It Snack shc
Crackers is likewise guilty of the ag
same highfalutin' propaganda, With
mu
packaging that explains that one
the
may use crushed Cheez-It as 3
no]
crunchcoat for chicken or ribs (MY'
hoi
whatever makes your socks go uP
Sal
and down) or as an exciting topptag
ex;
for salads (and what a way to ge
tn(
around the ever-escalating price a'
croutons). But the most spiritualV se(
cathartic tip is the one under the
bn
heading, "Just Plain", which notes
to(
that, "although there's nothing pia°
ha
about Cheez-It, millions love to eat On
them right out of the box." No liva)fr
- you can do that? Right out of the
415
box? You can just stick your hand en
in and eat them right out of that
box,-- that box right there? Well
thi
ain't that America...
co

I'm not sure why, but I think tile( co
bathroom is a Jabba's palace a' 0C
laughable little messages. (I'm nOt
sure why I've noticed more thaa el
average weird directions in the e)
bathroom, but it might linve ka
something to do with the fact that ul
I'm a chronic bathroom-reader. Oa
: ec
now this is getting personal). P
glance at your box of Ivory Soar
may reveal that this bar comes in
Size. ui
convenient
"Personal
tt
exactlY
Personal sized soap? What
does that mean? Is there anothet
brand of impersonal soap? Turning 41
away from the soap to a giver/ el

OUTRAGE
OF THE
WEEK

Turning the other cheek is great
advice, but I doubt that Jesus visited
any aluminum can redemption
centers in Jerusalem. Last SaturdaY 4
evening, this writer was returning a
hefty collection of cans to the
redemption center at State Liquor2.>",
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The curse of lingering doubt

•

1
brand of shampoo, one may see the
generous warning to "Avoid contact
With eyes-- If this should happen,
rinse thoroughly with water." So,
rinse with water, huh? Now, maybe
a bit more intuitive than most,
hut I think that if you're in the
Mower, with gads of this water
agent I've been hearing so darn
Much about shooting at your face,
tbe initial instinct would probably
not be to blindly streak through the
house soaking wet to find a vat of
Finally, a close
saline solution.
examination of a bottle of Plax
Mouthwash reveals this tidbit of
advice: "Rinse with Plax for thirty
Then resume normal
seconds.
brushing habits, with toothpaste and
1°0thbrush." I don't even think I
have to bother to comment on that
, No one is ever free from
instruction, and someone always
emerges to insure that there's
Writing on the wall or fine print on
the bottle.
It seems that a
conspiracy exists to turn our
common
into
common
sense
nonsense. I hate to be the one to
Say it, but we know how to eat
eheez-It, we know all about rinsing
eyes with water, and we don't need
a qualifier to explain "normal
brushing habits."
Moreover, we
college-types are the Sesame Street
generation, we have watched Alex
l'rebek for years, most of us know
at least one-third of the references
in "We Didn't Start the Fire"-- give
some credit. Emerson once said
that, "Society is always taken by
4Urprise at any new example of
eornmon sense." I kind of like that.
diately, I was told to separate
the soda products and beer
41.
7tlets— an off-beat request, but
'wag insurmountable. After
g through half of my stash,
at four hundred cans) a fathead
1 Worker cane outside to inform
7
lit that the manager wanted me to
all the Bud products together,
rs_
N•oors products together, etc. Of
, the rationale was that they
want to sort them out-- in
words, they didn't want to do
*lob.

The recent nomination of Holy
Cross' own Judge Clarence Thomas
for the U.S. Supreme Court has
raised some important issues which
extend well beyond the politics of the
courtroom. Since the day of his
nomination, Clarence Thomas' race
and his views on civil rights and
affirmative action have been at issue.
Thomas'
glance,
first
At
nomination seemed quite ironic - a
man seemingly chosen to fill the slot
of"Black Supreme Court Justice" by a
president who had only months
before blasted the Civil Rights Bill on
the grounds that it was a "quota bill."
Also ironic was the fact that Clarence
Thomas was himself a vigorous
opponent of affirmative action after,
some would argue, he himself had
benefitted from it.
Near the heart of the question was
Thomas' admission to Yale Law
School. Thomas was admitted at a
time when Yale was actively seeking
to diversify its student body. Many
people concluded that Thomas was
admitted principally on the basis of
his race, raising again the age-old
question of the fairness of affirmative
action.
On the surface, affirmative action
may sound unfair. It seems illogical to
our egalitarian American minds to
give a person a job or a promotion or
admission to a prestigious college on
any grounds except merit. After all,
we fought the Revolutionary War to
throw off a system in which birth and
privilege played a strong part.
The issue of affirmative action,
especially in the case of colleges and
universities is not nearly that clear
cut, however. It is clear that when
considering a student for admission, a
variety of factors play a part. One
must take into account the
comparative importance not only of a

student's
various
prospective
academic skills, but also a number of
other subtle considerations. Merit is
not a simple matter of mathematical
calculation, but often a very
subjective "judgment call."
How many students were admitted
to Holy Cross because their fathers,
brothers or sisters are alumni? It is
doubtful that many of those students
were significantly under-qualified for
the sibling,
admission. Being
daughter or son of an HC graduate
was likely only one factor among
many. Similarly, when colleges seek to
recruit minorities, they do no commit
a grave injustice, but merely exercise

racism there have also been some
victims of affirmative action. Clarence
Thomas is certainly one of them.
Here is a man who has been
nominated for one of the highest
offices and honors in the United
States, and there are those who say
that he has only made it that far
because of the color of his skin.
Clarence Thomas and others like
him are the truest victims of
affirmative action - far more than any
white person they supposedly kept
out of Yale Law School or some such
place. It is Clarence Thomas and
accomplished people of color like
him who must constantly live with the

"Perhaps it is true that scattered about the
great many victims of racism there have
also been some victims of affirmative
action. Clarence Thomas is certainly one of
them."
their right (as in the case of the
alumni) to give preference to yet
another trait among applicants.
If it works as it was designed,
giving preference to certain racial
groups only offsets the factors stacked
candidates. For
those
against
instance, members of minority groups
would be less likely to be related to
an alumni (especially at Holy Cross)
and may be more likely to come from
an inferior educational system or
Active
environment.
social
recruitment may also benefit the
school as a whole by securing a more
diverse student body in which case
the educational experience of all is
enhanced.
Perhaps it is true that scattered
among the great many victims of

lingering doubt of whether all that
they have accomplished was truly
earned. No amount of fact or truth
can likely entirely erase that doubt.
For this reason, we must as a
nation look for an alternative to
quotas or affirmative action. We must
seek to lay flat the playing field so
that all children have an equal
opportunity for quality education
whether they arc born in the suburbs
or the city. Most of all we must never
cease our effort to stamp out the
racism which forces us to use
imperfect means in the pursuit of
justice.
Christopher Vogt is a columnist for
The Crusader.

ANGRY YOUNG MAN I Dan McLaughlin

Traveling with a history
Once upon a time, it was all so
simple. We came here as first-year
students (freshpeople) and for the
first time in our lives, we had a new
beginning. A completely new group
of people to deal with, having no
knowledge of our old mistakes and
glories; we had no past. It was
frightening to those of us who had
depended throughout high school
upon our reputations to guide the
way we were viewed, but it was also
exhilarating, a chance to reinvent
ourselves as the people we had
always wanted to be. That first
September it all seemed so unreal;
none of this could possibly last, it
was all just a big adventure to go
Finally, after complying with their
every lazy whim, the embittered
Paul Jones)
manager (named
screamed at me, telling me that my
cans were dirty, and that I should
get out and never come back. Then
he snidely slips in that there is a
five-case limit anyway. Well, thank
yoil for informing me now, sir.
I called the Better Business
Bureau, and they told me that
an
have
centers
redemption
It's
cans.
obligation to take my
brutally obvious that Paul Jones and

home and tell the old high school
crowd about.
But along the way, something
We acquired a past.
happened.
have been here a
who
us
of
Those
few years find ourselves more
comfortable with old friends and
less eager to meet new people; even
when we do, we come with all our
baggage attached, everything that
has happened to us over the course
of our college careers. We come.to
be defined increasingly by the
people we hang out with and by the
stories people have heard about us.
Most of us can now think of a set
reputation or a few interesting
stories or colorful memories of most
Co. were simply too lazy to do their
jobs, and their strange requests of
separating and sorting were attempts
to get me to leave. I was also told
that it t'uly wouldn't be worth my
time to pursue this further, but
perhaps my best defense would be
to tell everyone I know not to buy
beer at State Liquors.
So a word to the wise-Worcester is Piled with liquor stores.
We deserve 1•etter treatment than
what I received at State Liquors.
How about that, Paulie?

of the people we know around this
place, particularly in a school where
the walls have ears and the floors
have eyes.
After all we've been through, the
things we've learned and done may
make our lives a lot more
complicated, but this isn't necessarily
a bad thing; in fact, it's the very
thing we think of as life. I am
reminded of biographies of the little
things that happened along the way
to the famous men and women, how
even after all these years, for
example, Clarence Thomas is still a
Kimball worker, or Saddam Hussein
still a scared orphan. But as we
become less capable of continually
reinventing ourselves, we begin to
understand what it is that we have
invented. As we accept what we are
and become less able to meet
entirely new crowds and feel the
rush of new beginnings, we learn to
appreciated more deeply the people
who have been there through it all.
Even as graduation and more new
beginnings approach, we can no
longer change the way we came. All
of us have been down this road
together this far; even when we
can't see where we're going next, it's
good to know we're not alone any
longer.
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Livingston Taylor, entertainer extraordinaire
By BARB PARYS
FEATURES STAFF
Yep, Yep, Yep. Last Friday night
some HCer's got beer-goggled at
Cambridge, cop-ridden at Caro, and
most likely beat-up by more gang
members. But the wise others were
totally captivated by the CCB of D's
presentation of Livingston Taylor.
The concert began at 8 pm in
the Hogan Ballroom and was,
without a doubt, simply remarkable.
Filled with music ranging from folk,
pop, jazz and even country, Taylor
delighted in making his audience
double-over with laughter.
Lourdes Pita, a very talented
singer/songwriter, preceded Taylor
Lourdes quickly
that night.
entranced the audience with the
soulful, melodic music from her two
CD's "Benefit" and "Eight Winds."
Real people, feelings, and events
inspired many of Lourdes' songs.
the
persuaded
songs
The
tudience to "Rediscover" themselves
aid to stand straight, not to be
swayed by the "Eight Winds" from
what they believe. A crowd favorite
was the song "Wall of Shame",
which Lourdes penned about the
fall of the Berlin Wall
Many audience members felt the
song was, "uplifting and spiritraising." By the end of a seven song
set, Lourdes' crystal voice carried
the audience into a most excellent
mood.
Hoots and howls welcomed out
the star of the night...Livingston
Taylor. He began with what was to

become a night filled with comedy
In response
and ecstasy.
to the article, "More Students
Attacked", in last week's Crusader,
LT remarked, "H.C. might need a
little less Calculus and a little more
Kung-Fu."
HMMMMM.
From
comedy to musical harmony, LT
simply was talent abounding. As he
opened with "Just the Way You
Look Tonight", a spirit filled the air
and feet began tapping.
Whispers rose, "He sounds just
like James Taylor."
LT lives in a suburb of Boston
with his wife Maggie and his huge
Golden-Retriever Diesel. It seems
success has tainted neither LT's
manner nor music. At one point
during the concert, a deep voice
bellowed, "You're the best Livingston!"
LT, somewhat taken aback,
replied modestly, "Thank You", and
continued on with even more spirit
and passion. LT also explained to
the audience his sense of music
responsibility to different styles and
forms of melody. With ease, LT
slipped from pop to folk to country
and then to jazz.
A favorite of the crowd was
when LT posed the question, "What
should we sing? We can take the
high road of taste and quality or the
low road finding the cheap bass part
in all of us."
The audience picked the low
road. LT began the side-splitting,
thought-provoking and meaningful

Abstract wave hits WAM
By DEIRDRE MAHER
FEATURES EDITOR
Sure anyone can do it, but
it's those who dare to do it who
make the art. This is especially true
af the abstract movement that shook
America during the early 20th
The works of 47
:entury.
nnovators, movers, and shakers are
.howcased at the Worcester Art
vluseum's latest exhibit, "The
;ccond Wave: American Abstraction
4 the 1930's and 1940's," now
unning through December 1.
Surrounded by economic,
.olitical, and social turmoil, most
rtists turned to their easels to
resent the anguish of society.
"'-reating pictures of living and
,ortraits of pain, realists made
dmirers look at themselves in a
obering light. In the meantime, a
lovement was gaining momentum
Europe -- a movement without
Abstract artists,
he realism.
Picasso, Piet
Pablo
ricluding
were
Kandinsky,
sotondrian,and
Europe,
being widely accepted in
,nd American abstract artists were
:ager to join them.
Finding little profit from
artists
;oing it alone, these
;ravitated towards each other and
°wards New York, the city that
mould become the mecca for
The American
abstract artists.
New York and
of
Abstract Artists

the Transcendental Painting Group
of New Mexico found strength in
numbers. Trying to reach beyond
this world, these artists did not settle
for the norm and would not settle
realism.
of
sort
any
for
symbolic
and
Representational
colors and forms took over their
canvases.

"In a world full of sadness
so realistically portrayed,
these artists reached
beyond and came up with
a movement that started
a wave."
Neoplasticism was a driving
force, imposing primary colors on
Burgoyne Diller's
bold squares.
"No. 536" shows quite explicitly this
Dwinell
simple yet potent style.
Grant combines mysticism and
spirituality with the elements of time
and motion in his "Follow the Line,"
a piece that softly lingers from one
shade of feeling to the next.
Each work is able to show
the effects of color and form that so
easily convey emotion or hint
towards a concept. The Worcester
Art Museum does a fine job of
(Continued on Page 17)

song, "On the Day the Big Band
Comes Again."
The song began as LT explained
how he tried to figure out what the
hottest day would be like if a
nuclear bomb ever hit us. LT remarked, "Yup, the hottest day would
probably be in...Death Valley...at
high noon...on the Fourth of July...in
a
to
bag...next
sleeping
a
bonfire...standing next to Dick
Butkus."
LT and an H.C. student then
performed the song "City Lights", a
duet usually done by LT and his
brother James. LT also played the
banjo, "Songs that Should Never Be
Played on the Banjo." The medley
included Madonna's "Papa Don't
Preach", "The Brady Bunch Theme",
Elvis' "Jailhouse Rock" and Julio's
"To All the Girls I've Loved Before."
After LT's last number, the
crowed warmed him with a standing
ovation. LT returned and delighted
the audience with two more songs.
The last, "I'll Be in Love witn
You", left the crowd in a
wonderfully mellow mood. Taylor,
with remarkable ease, captivated the
audience and kept their passion
high. Taylor was unquestionably an
incredible entertainer.

"Very imaginative. He knows how
to- keep an audience's attention",
Peter Micaud '95
A great performer"
"Enjoyable.
Amy Watts, 92

Livingston Taylor was...
"Fantastic, I think highly of him",
Matt Fitzgibbons '95
"The high point of my life at Holy
Cross", Tracy Hampel '93

Livingston Taylor wowed the crowd
on Friday.
MacCarthy
Crusader/Killian

Monologues for the moody
By AMY POPADAK
FEATURES STAFF
Saturday, September 21, brought
to Holy Cross the performance of two
monologues presented by Lisa Moore
and directed by Professor Steve
Vineberg. Each performance was, as
promised by the advertisements,
lyrical.
The playwright, Don Hannah, has
written two beautiful works. The first,
"Undersea," is about a young female
artist, Gloria, who has watched her
grandmother and aunt die of breast
cancer and must now fight her own
battle with cancer. The images woven
into her reflections on cancer and
death are concrete, and therefore
more tangible for people who have
not had to suffer such a traumatic
thing. Cancer becomes the hard, little
pebble that could kill her, and as the
sea conceals a tragedy like the wreck
of the Titanic, her skin conceals her
own tragedy.
The paint on her pictures is like
that covering, and she wants to tear
away at this covering until her art
"...looks like it's been through hell."
She wants to fight and break through
this covering and uncover the evil that
lies beneath so as to destroy it. She
wants to fight her own cells to
preserve her own life.
After the intermission, the
audience was given even more to
think about. "Wedlock" is the story of

Lucy Maud Montgomery, the author
of Anne of Green Gables, and how
she dealt with the many faces of love
She wants
in her own life.
desparately to be loved by her
grandmother, a formidable woman at
best, who dies without ever letting
Lucy know any of her feelings. This
harsh awakening helps Lucy raise her
children in an unconditionally loving
way.

Caught with feelings for three
men, Lucy must choose the passion,
comraderie, or social status that each
can offer. At last, she decides to
marry the one who will give her
children and few problems. At the
end of this work, we are left with a
feeling of triumph.
Ms. Moore does a wonderful job
expressing emotions and fighting
towards decisions. The pain and the
strength of these monologues are very
evident as one woman fights for life
and the other fights for a kind of love,
that is, ultimately, life-giving.
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Horoscopes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) The rain in the air falls lightly in your path
making you slip and fall. However,once the scab has dried, you realize
it makes for a moist, crunchy tid-bit of a snack and put it in your corn
flakes. A young blonde helps you through your rectal disorder -- with
friends like these, who needs enemas? A'freckle on a Gemini's
shoulder takes the form of an ape... she'll never be able to get that
monkey off her back now.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) A smile on a stranger's face makes you
wonder. Realize now that people who are not in front of you are
probably doing something behind your back. That trip to the salad bar
could prove dangerous -- make sure that's cottage cheese and not
gerbil turds in mayonnaise. Just because it's happened once doesn't
mean it can't happen again. A date with a Cancer leaves you both in
stitches. You two just kill each other.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Your days of loneliness are
numbered, but quite highly... we're talking in the thousands here. The
only reason why people look up at you is to get a better look at your
nose hair. Before you walk into that 2:00 class, ask yourself, "Is it really
worth it?" While fishing around for a good catch, a Leo comes up with
some crabs.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Great romances are in your future,
and at $3.95 a pop, you decide to get three of those Harlequin
romances. While tail-gating this weekend, you decide to find a better
tail. Your fascination with Vaseline turns into an obsession... but those
peanut-butter and petroleum jelly sandwiches are simply disgusting.
Be daring this week -- try dressing in the nude.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) As the cold season hits, you decide to
let your nose do the running around for you. While admiring large
men in tight uniforms, your girlfriend slaps you. While cleaning your
nails, you find that baked clam belly you had misplaced. To your
surprise, you find out that a Cancer gave birth to an 8 lb. 3 oz. boy...
and you didn't even know she had it in her.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) The road to riches opens for you this
week, but you really should find a new line of business. An Aquarius
who you do not know doesn't seem to know you either, but admires
you for your ability to imitate strange odors. You seem to laugh at
danger, but then again,everybody else is laughing at you. A Capricorn
who used to enjoy a fast-paced game of Parcheesi now prefers sex.
ARIES(March 21-April 19) A look in the mirror makes it definite this
time... you are ugly. Try something different with your hair... like a bag.
If they had known you would be here, much of the Class of '95 would
have withdrawn. You try your hand at love, but wouldn't it be nicer
with a partner? While in California,do not be surprised if strange men
latch on to you... in the midst of an earthquake they know to grab on to
something heavy.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20) The birds of joy twitter for you this weeks
You decide to wear your lucky golf socks because there's a hole in one.
A sanitation worker who is used to picking up trash asks you out for a
drink. The mole on your cheek is of the burrowing variety and enjoys
small insects and berries. That Sagittarius who works in the shoe
factory turns out to be another heel.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You hate this weather... these autumnal
winds really blow. You decide to change your name to "Back"; this
way, when you leave a message, friends will be sure to call you Back.
The fall weather hits the campus hard and even the leaves of your
books fall out. A Leo in the rodeo circuit decides to saddle you up.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) The position of Neptune behind Uranus
makes you feel quite uncomfortable.
The thought of that
photographer naked makes you shudder. A letter you receive will be
quite soggy -- realize now the postage is dew. The hairy arms and bad
breath of a dentist turn you off, but he does know his way around
power tools. You see two men walking a breast, and this titillates you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) The sweetness in the air makes you nauseous.
You are amazed by advancements in medicine and astounded that
doctors can use skin from circumcisions to replace damaged eye-lids,
though the patients do end up looking a little cock-eyed. You know
your date is ugly when,while at dinner, the waiter puts her meal on the
floor. Realize now that it is better to be pissed-off than on.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) A man whose words are not his deeds is
like a garden full of weeds. You decide to have a bonding session with
your dentist. His questions make you laugh out loud. A hot dog
salesman wants to be frank with you. You fall for an obese, perspiring
man just in time for the heavy sweater weather. While in South
America,you feel a little Chile -- she slaps you in disgust.
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PERSONALS...
41431MONIVANIMMIIMMINVOMIUSWAVard
SNACKA,
Have I yet attained a perfect 10?
Or do I still need practice?
-B.

M EH
I have been watching you.
The Whistler

NOINIMAStilMOitalatwavalussab.
WALDO
Exactly how sweet are Fruit
I'm really an
Loops anyway?
earlobe connoisseur. I love you, oh
fiery one.
ZELDA

D.
Just because #3 is a scumba
doesn't mean there's no hope for
1,2 and 4. And don't forget aboi
Wanna spend th
Mr. Boston.
night? Hahahahaha.
ILY
me

tigkVaVtiafalavillIMINWAIOWINVONIMISOMPANIN
C.S.
Wanna dip?
Real women do.
A.L.

Iv'

Yo Jeansleeves!
Happy Birthday Dude.

Vt

RMSCold intolerant? Us? Never.
Love,
your parter in coldness

movisvimaistieva
Welcome Back Sheel.

111011VNIMOUVIMONSOMMINKAIMMittiiti

Hubbub on the Hill
By ANNIE LONG
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
1.LAST SUNDAY'S lOPM MASS
SERMON-It was the best. Not only
was it relevant to the readings, but it
was interesting too. What a concept!
I hope that every guy I've ever liked
was there to hear it. Like I said, it
was the best. She was 100% right.
2.THE B.U. GAME-Holy Cross does
Boston! t swear that there were more
HC fans there than BU kids, and it
was at their darn school. You wonder
why, I mean we had to show them
how to tailgate. And we won. The
beauty of it all amazes me. What do
you think the Worcester cops did to
amuse themselves that night? Those
poor lonely guys. They probably had
to play a hopping game of Sorry or
something.
3.PENNY CANDY
AT THE
LOBBY SHOP-What a place. Could
you imagine if it didn't exist? I
couldn't get through a day here
without at least a few Bit 0 Honey's,
Bazooka's and Sunkist Fruit Gems.
I'd go over the edge.
4.THE RAIN-I know that this is
Worcester, and I'm supposed to
expect constant moisture, but this is
ridiculous. If we can't tailgate on
Saturday because of this rain, I'm
going straight to Mother Nature to
complain. I've had it.
5.HOMECOMING-Come on now
kiddies, don't we all have a special
beloved HC grad who we are hoping
deep down in our hearts will come
back for the game? Actually, I know
more people that are desperately
trying to find a way to avoid their exscoops than those who are
enthusiastically looking forward to
seeing them. Interesting, huh?
6.BRUNCH-Gosh, I just love brunch.
Come on now,I know that I'm not the

only one that's too lazy to get out of
bed to go to breakfast during the
week. So that's why I just love
brunch, because it's my only
opportunity to ever have breakfast
food. And that's the one food that
Kimball honestly does well. If! were
stranded on a desert island, I would
be happy eating their coffee cake and
sweet bread.
I can't wait until
Saturday morning.
7.THE FACE BOOK-I've looked at it
a thousand times. I probably know
the whole thing by heart. Of course I
still keep looking at it. It's because I
get a rush every time I look through it
and find someone new that I know,
And could you imagine life without
it? How would you ever remember
that dorky guy's name who your
roommate went to Sadie's with las
year?
8.THE DEAD FEST AT HOL1
CROSS-I hate to be a downer or
diversity and stuff, but come on, hov
many REAL Dead Heads arethere a
Holy Cross? Now all you posers jus
keep your pants on, I want the rea
ones. Not the ones who wore J.Crev
until last year when crunchy becalm
fashionable.
9.1 WANT MY PHONE BOOK-Ho%
much fun is life without the H(
Phone Directory? Even though I at
waiting in anticipation to see wha
color it will be this year, I cannc
make it much longer. Also, th
information lady for New Englan
Telephone wants to kill me because
keep calling her every five minutes t
get people's phone numbers. An
how else are we supposed to call an
hang up on all the people that v,
like? I want my phone book.
10.EMIE'S-I think that I'm going t
move in there. 24 hours a day. Piz
and more. Hey, I'm happy. No
would it just open!
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Got a problem? Need a clue? Let Helen help
Hey Holy Cross! Are you stressed?
a little under the weather? feeling
like a BIG YUCK? Well, there's
someone who wants to help; Helen
is here to listen to your trials and
tribulations, your worries and your
woes. Don't fret; help is just a short
letter away.
If you need some
advice, just want to lighten your
heart, or get something off your
chest -- write to Helen at P.O. 32A.
Helen will befriend you when the
going gets tough. But don't feel
you have to come to Helen with
problems; if you just want to make
some comments on H.C. life, she
wants to hear from you. So what do
you say? Give Helen a try...

Dear Helen,
I'm a first year student at
H.C. I'm a little overwhelmed by
everything that's going on here. I
come from a Catholic all-girls school
and it's very strange to have all
these guys (even the cute ones!)
around all the time... and in my
dorm, too! I'm not complaining
about the change in scenery, but I
just feel a little bit out of sorts. I
haven't dated much and now I'm
worried about all the rumors I hear
about college guys. I don't know if
I'm ready for all this change, or if
I'm being too naive. Help, Helen!
Signed,
Roxanne

friend, I'm sure she'd rather be
aware of your gripes than lose you
as a friend.

Dear Roxanne,
What you're feeling is a
normal reaction to the adjustments
of college life. Everyone is filled
with all sorts of mixed feelings of
excitement, enthusiasm, fear, and
apprehension as they enter this new
stage of the game. Don't worry
Roxanne, you don't have to put on
the red light just yet! Have fun with
your new friends at H.C. The guy
situation will fall into place. Believe
me, there are plenty of nice ones
out there,and, contrary to popular
belief, they're not all "after one
thing." Good luck, Roxanne! By
the way, Roxanne's a pretty jazzy
name for a sweet Catholic girl like
yourself.

Dear Helen,
I'm in
a sticky situation
right now.
I'm having a little
trouble with my living situation. My

roommate has recently gotten
involved in a new relationship.
Though I'm really happy for her, I
feel I'm being taken advantage of.
He has stayed the past two
weekends, and I'm beginning to feel
like it's no longer my room. I just
rent it when thet're not having a
little rendezvous. What should I say
to her? She's my friend and I really
don't want to rock the boat.
Sincerely,
The Third Wheel
Dear Third Wheel,
First of all, if she's your
friend, she shouldn't take advantage
of you. So don't lie there like a wet
sack of rice: tell her how you feel.
It's your room, too, and you have
every right to come and go as you
please. Communication is key here,
if you continue to hold in all this
anger, you'll blow and it won't be
pretty. Be true to yourself and
honest to your roommate. As a

Dear Helen,
I'm kind of embarassed
about this but I'm sick of being just
one of the guys. I've been hanging
around the same bunch of guys for
two years now. The male bonding
thing is great, but at times I think
it's a little over-rated. It seems like
we're the best of pals on the
weekends when we suck down a few
brews, but when it comes to true
friends, I don't know who I'd turn
to. I'm a little wary about saying
anything of any importance to any
of my "pals" because I'd be called a
"fag." Now what?
Bob
Dear Bob,
You're not alone in this,
most guys just do not have the guts
to admit what you're feeling. There
is no law that says you have to go
out with the same group of friends
every weekend. There are a lot of
different types of people at Holy
Cross. Keep the bond with your
"buddies," but don't be afraid to
march to the beat of a different
drummer. In the end, I think it's
better to have a few close friends
rather than a whole posse of pals
who only think you're cool to go to
JoDee's with.
A LOST FROG'S PARADISE
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Liquid Jesus no Messiah
By MARISA ZIEGLER
FEATURES STAFF
"By 1990, critics were calling
Liquid Jesus the next Jane's
Addiction,a tag the band didn't agree
with..." (MCA Records) Well, trust
the boys with the hair and guitars. In
fact, the similarities between Liquid
Jesus and Jane's begin and end with a
professed Led Zeppelin/ punk
influence.

kcilv To,,.

The Los Angeles - based group
has just released their debut album,
"Pour In the Sky," on MCA Records.
Led by vocalist Buck Murphy since
1988 are Todd Rigione (guitar/lyrics),
Scott Tracy (guitar/bass), Johnny
Lonely (bass), and John Mobo
(drums/percussion).
The
band
previously recorded a cover of Sly
Stone's "Stand" on the movie
soundtrack "Pump Up The Volume,"
thus gaining enough publicity to land
a record deal with MCA as well as a
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Cheezy listening flows in Woo

partnership with producer Michael
Beinhorn, of Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Violent Femmes fame.
"Pour in the Sky" begins on an
unimpressive note. Heard separately,
the performers are actually quite
good; there is however an imbalance
in the quality of the instrumentals and
Murphy's lack of consistent vocal
strength. There is a confusion rather
than a blending of styles throughout
the album until the last three songs
emerge.
"Faith to Believe" delivers the
positive message, "don't fear your
own trust." Guest artist Bruce
Hornsby complements Rigione's
excellent acoustic slide guitar. "Bleed"
experiments with backwards trackingthe song has the same lyrics, whether
the album is prayed forwards or in
reverse; a strange effect results which
sounds like the instruments are being
played underwater. By far the best cut
on the album is "Feelings Flower," in
which the band finally manages to
create a memorable, but strange
blend of Jazz and Metal.
Although it is not an exceptional
piece of work,"Pour In the Sky" does
give the listener a taste of maturing
talent which may result in the birth of
a truly innovative cross-over band.
Not bad for a first album, but could
be better.

By ANNIE LONG
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
I'm going to admit something to
you that I've kept a deep dark secret
for a long time
But before I do that, let me first
esiablish something. I'm no die hard
Barry Manilow or Lionel Richie fan
or anything.
Now I'm going to take a deep
breath and begin. It's going to be
hard for me, but I'll do it anyway. I'm

coming out of the closet. Here I go.
I listen to WSRS's Love Songs
After Dark.
If you're out there and you're too
cool to admit that you know what it is
or if you truthfully have no clue, I'll
describe it for you anyway.
WSRS,96 FM,is the type of radio
station that worships people like
Marvin Gaye, Gloria
Estefan,
Chicago, Kenny G., Michael Bolton,
Carly Simon, Phil Collins and James
Taylor. A bunch of real headbangers,
right? Some serious Saturday night
party-time tunes, hmmm?
So anyway, during the day it's just
a regular mellow kind of radio
station. Their slogan is "light and easy
favorites." You know, the kind of
music that they play in the dentists
office, in the elevator or over the
phone when you're on hold.
But once the sun sets and the
night begins, DJ's like the hoppin'
Dan Hill take control and WSRS gets
really good. Have no fear, the mellow
music continues, but now the listeners
can call in and make dedications. I
give you my personal promise: it is
hysterical.
First of all, Dan Hill has the
cheeziest voice imaginable. It's like a
combination of a game show host,
used car salesman, and kindergarten
teacher.
He oozes cheeziness.
There's no other possible way to
describe it.
The best part of the whole shov,
are the dedications themselves. The)
are classic. Let me give you some
actual examples from Sunday night'
show.
"Yup, that was another light and
easy favorite for you. James just

dorm
Liquid Jesus cuts a record but not their hair.

Abstract art...
(Continued from Page 14)
presenting these colorful and lively
pieces with clear histories and
informative background notes.
Also, much to the museum's
credit,
brilliantly
exhibit
this
coincides . with another entitled,
"Counterpoint
Abstraction:
to
American Realism 1920-1950." The
shows directly contrast with one
another and admirers are able to
see just how innovative and bold
these abstractionists were. In a
world full of sadness so realistically
portrayed, these artists reached
beyond and came up with a
movement that started a wave.

Le IR&

FORA Job
CfMci4Ntry?•

MCA Records

YOU'RE NEEDED
TO HELP COVER A
24-HOUR HOTLINE

Donate a few hours of your time each
week to befriend lonely, depressed or
suicidal people. Training, supervision
and support are provided. Ple-asi. call:

wants to let Kathleen know that he's
glad that she's the one that he's
walking through life with."
I'm not kidding.
"This is Dan Hill. 'Endless
Love' is going out from Barbie to •
Joe. When she's thinking of love,
she's thinking of him."
Really.
"That's Gloria Estefan for you,
with her song 'Cuts Both Ways.'
That's going out from Tom to Rachel.
They'll get through it together with
love."
It gets better.
"Lionel Richie's 'Penny Lover' is
going out from B.B. to Manny. One
time they had a good thing going and —•
now she wants him back. She wants
to be his'Penny Lover'."
No joke:
At this point you are probably
wondering how the heck I ever found
this gem of a radio station. Well, it's
the only one that comes in well in my
room because it's a local Worcester
station. So if you've never listened
before, don't be shy. If you're afraid
that you're going to get snagged by
someone else, while you are listening
to "Sailing" by Christopher Cross, you
can always use the excuse that it's the
only station that you can get in on the
radio. I do.
On further reflection, actually, I
think that it's kind of sad that I've
become such a cynic about love. I
mean, it's pretty bad that at this point
I'm finding humor in other peoples
public declarations of it. Maybe it's
the lack of romance and dating at al
Holy Cross that has driven me to it.
And don't you go saying that it's just
MY boring life that's like that,
because I know you all heard the
sermon at 10 p.m. mass last Sunday.
But maybe, just maybe, half the
reason that I listen to it(now don't all
those "fans" of mine go rushing off to
-call the radio station or anything) is
because I'm hoping that someday my
Tom will call in and say that he's
dedicating a groovy Peter Cetera song v..
for me in hopes that we'll "get
through it together with love."
Now come on, no matter how
cynical or bitter you are, just for
once wouldn't that be nice?

4+
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APPLY AT CROSSROADS

41

MANY SHUTS OPEN

aim qv BE ()TEN *

(508)875-4500

The
Samaritans

see Nancy or Diane in the Hogan building

of South Middlesex

2c.ase bring either a 'U.S. passport, OR

73 Union Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701

41

14.
14

Both a license AND a social securitu card
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Students and profs find themselves in "Jeopardy"
By SOME ENGLISH MAJOR
FEATURES STAFF
quote
could
They
Shakespeare without stuttering, spell
onomatopoeia without sweating, and
even belt out a few bars of
"Oklahoma" without missing a beat,
but could these lords and ladies of
literature make a smart bet? It
took a few hours of blood and tears
and more than a few laughs to
figure that question out Wednesday
night as clever contestants gathered
for "Literary Jeopardy," a battle of
wits and witticisms.
Sponsored by Sigma Tau
Delta, the English Honor Society of

Holy Cross, the night was one to
remember. With appearances made
by members of the English and
Classics Departments and a few
cameos by some pretty darn smart
students, the contestants were put to
the test.
more
the
of
Some
interesting categories included Birds,
Death, Worcester in Literature, and
The
Literature.
in
Sports
"destructive" team of Profs. Carson
and Dorenkamp annihilated some
lesser competitors in the first round.
They astounded even that zany
who
Dursin,
Mark
emcee,
read
must
guys
"These
commented,
minds."

"No," shot back Dorenkamp,
Fiendishly clever,
"just books."
indeed. But it gets better. Sure
they knew that Ibsen was from
Norway and that All Quiet On the
was originally
Front
Western
published in German, but they
didn't have the slightest idea of the
dimensions of the monolith in 2001:
A Space Odyssey... some teachers
we have here, kids. Anyway, they
finally got eliminated for cheating or
other
some
or
plagiarism
unscrupulous thing.
Making it to the final
round was the team of seniors
Linda Reilly and Lisa Duffy and the
dynamic Braden/Dave duo, also

The final round meant
seniors.
facing the ultimate confrontation,
Profs. Happe and the brilliant,
irrepressible (yes he is my teacher)
Prof. Madigan. Prof. Whall would
have made even Chuck Woolery
look a little pale as she sashayed
her way through the part of emcee.
All was fun and all were
wise, especially the winners, Happe
and Madigan, who won by cheesily
betting a buck, thus proving that
even a professor can be a little wily
not to mention not much of a
gambler... what ever happened to
that carpe diem idea?

Getthe
new BayBank
Student-Value
Pac et.
Introducing the account that gives you extra credit.
BayBank delivers the best account on campus: The new Student
Value Package! Save time and money with—
•The BayBank Student Value Checking Account with no
minimum balance requirement and a free companion Savings Account.
•The BayBank Card for cash 24 hours a day. Make as many
withdrawals as you like at over 750 BayBank X-Press 24® banking
machines—with no added fees.
•BayBank X-Press Check: Use your BayBank Card with
X-Press Check just like a check at stores, restaurants—any place
that welcomes MasterCard!
•Reserve Credit overdraft protection attached to your
checking account.
IN A BayBank Visa*or MasterCard.
/0
0444z.
Get credit you can use for books, a trip
g
o");:rkEk r
home, or any unexpected expense.
To get the Student Value Package,
all you need is a valid school I.D.
You qualify for X-Press Check, overdraft protection, and a BayBank
credit card if you're 18 or older and
have no record of bad credit.
So get the account that gives
you more—including the Card that
does it all. Open a Student 'Value
Package at the nearest BayBank
office today!'
JA

9,2,47

"AA

Member FDIC

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER7

Worcester office: 315 yain Street
BayBank 24-Hour Customer Service Center and Telephone Banking:(508) 756-2360

Equal Opportunity Lender
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ports
Too close for comfort
H.C. comesfrom behind 27-23
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
SPORTS STAFF
Week number two of the
season has passed and the
Crusaders have
prevailed
once again, defeating the
B.U. Terriers, 27-23. Holy
Cross climbs to 2-0 while the
Terriers fall to 1-2.
The Crusaders now boast
the nation's longest winning
streak in Division 1 and 1AA college football (11
GAMES). This streak began
last season with a victory
gainst the University of
Pennsylvania.
Yet - as the score
indicates - last weekend's
contest was by no means a
typical Crusader blow-out,
with fans yawning and
leaving early. This one went
right down to the wire, a
football fan's dream.
Holy Cross fell behind
and had to play catch-up
ball, trailing BU 17-7 at
halftime. In the previous
game, the season opener at
Crusaders
UMASS, the
rallied from a 14-3 halftime
defeat
the
to
deficit
Minutemen 22-20.
The opening quarter was
a defensive battle as neither
team scored until Holy Cross
broke the ice with 3:58 left
on the clock.
Mark Roman was the
catalyst, hauling in a fourth
down pass for 28 yards to set
up a first down at B.U.'s
seven. On second down
left
scrambled
Ciaccio
towards the endzone but
fumbled the ball before
reaching the goalline; the
into the
ball bounced

endzone where WR Joe
Riley pounced on it.
Riley's fumble recovery
and the PAT by Anthony
Pignio gave HC a 7-0 lead.
The second quarter was a
turnover contest. BU was
knocking on the door as a
pass interference call on
Holy Cross gave the Terriers
the ball first and 10 on the
HC 3 yard line.
The Crusaders stuffed Jay
Hillman twice, and on third
and one from the 1 yard line
Hillman tried again, only to
have DT Corey Vincent bat
the ball out of Hillman's
hands before he could gain
any altitude. The Terriers
had to settle for a field goal
attempt from 32 yards which
went wide right.
Following the goalline
standoff, Jerome
Fuller
fumbled the ball back to
B.U.; then Rich Flauto
intercepted the ball back for
H.C.; then BU came up with
an interception of their own.
This time the Terriers
capitalized on Holy Cross'
mistake. QB Greg Moore
connected with WR Brian
Straughter in the back of the
end zone four plays later and
BU tied the score at 7.
Holy Cross did not get a
to
chance
retaliate
immediately. BU's recoverd
an on-sides kickoff that
ricocheted off of Sean Halley
and
marched downfield
behind the scrambling ability
of Moore. With 4:42 left in
the first half, Hillman took
the ball in from the 4 yard
line to give his team a 14-7
lead.
The Terriers would score

again as kicker Mike Brown
pierced the uprights for a 32
yard field goal. BU led 17-7
going into the locker room at
halftime, and the Holy Cross
offense had yet to hold the
ball for more than two
minutes.
But the Crusaders
marched 76 yards on the
opening drive of the second
half, with the run and shoot
offense was running well.
Fuller took the ball into the
endzone, diving from the 1
yard
line. Holy
Cross
narrowed the margin but still
trailed BU, 17-14.
The HC defense and
numerous penalties thwarted
the ensuing BU drive and
the Crusader offense took
over again. On this drive
Ciaccio showed why he is
one of the most feared signal
callers in I-AA football,
keeping his poise and staying
in the pocket long enough to
strike (despite having a
broken left hand and an
injured right shoulder).
Sophomore
WR
Joe
Gallagher brought the ball to
the BU 25-yard line on his
first career catch. Five plays
later, Fuller went airborne
again, scoring from the 4
yard line.
Holy Cross led 21-17 at
the end of the third quarter,
thanks to 85 yards passing
in the third quarter and 62
yards rushing. BU had 30
yards passing and -4 yards
rushing for a total of 26
yards.
The HC defense was
alive and well in the fourth
quarter. MG Peter Dankert,
(Continued on Page 22)
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Potpourri Vol. XV
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
Thoughts while waiting for my sideburns to grow
in (so I can look like Luke on "Beverly Hills
987683504"):
I wouldn't be surprised if the Patriots won their
next twelve.
Instead of tripling up the freshmen, why don't we
triple up some of the Jesuits?
Our football team is getting into a bad habit of
falling behind in the first half.
Hey, have you noticed how our school is
eliminating every unique tradition? Easy Street stinks;
The Streak is dead; now we can't have kegs on
Freshman Field before games...
I mean, I don't usually whine and complain that's Sean Krause's job - but for $21,000 a year, I
SHOULD BE ABLE TO BRING A KEG ON TO
FRESHMAN FIELD!!! WHO'S GONNA STOP ME?
HUH???
I turned 22 last Wednesday, but don't worry - one
of the things I asked for was "Super Nintendo."
What do you think "The Angry Young Man," Dan
McLaughlin, is like on a date?
I can't believe the Political Science Dept. gave
Vannicelli's office away. I hope he haunts it.
Playing Commissioner Marsella's team in IFL was
like going against Cuba when the Pan American
Games were in Havana.
Boy, I really feel bad that Isiah Thomas was left
off the Olympic team.
The men's soccer coach is named Elvis.
You don't think?...
Nahhh.
When my Dad turned 22, he was changing my
diapers. Now I'm 22, and I haven't even changed my
sheets since I've been at school.
The Red Sox will prevail.
You CAN'T bring a keg on Freshman Field, but
you CAN bring cans or bottles of beer. That's logical.
I'm going to get my revenge by tipping over one
of those Port-o-John's when no one's looking.
Larry Bird, Chris Mullin, and John Stockton are 3
of the 10 Olympic players, and they're all white. That's
no accident.
I mean, I loathe Isiah, but he's better than John
Stockton. And Clyde Drexler could wipe the floor with
Mullin. Case closed.
Bird, of course, is the greatest human to ever
touch a basketball.
Why do men have nipples?
The
Three things about the football team:
linebackers have been superb; Ciaccio has no deep
threat; and Mark Duffner is the best coach since Vince
Lombardi.
I just have the feeling Coach Duff is long gone
after this year.
H.C. has beefed up Campus Security this weekend
for the expected returns of Steve (Air) Herman and
Jake Plunkett.
I'm anxiously awaiting Professor Hamilton's
upcoming seminar, "The Various Spellings of
Aeschuylus."
Did you ever wonder if the guy who draws "Purple
Sneakers was raised by wolves?
I now know three people who didn't like "Field of
Dreams" - my "Cinema and Humanism" professor,
someone in my class, and Sean Krause.
But I have a sneaking suspicion Steve Olivo
disliked it as well.
(Continued on Page 22)
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Make sure your road trip proceeds withouta hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you

should always pack your AT&T Calling Card LI It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the

reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T LI Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hour's

worth of AT&T long distance calling.* And you'll become a member of AT&TStudent Saver Plus,a program of products and

services designed to save students time and money. U The AT&T Calling Card It's the best route to wherever you're going.

....0110111.eb.

AT&T

Get an AT&T Calling Card today.Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext.4812.
'Good for one hour o cedaed,coest-lo-coest. night and *eekend cang,based on prices eNectrve 2/16/91. ONer limited to one $825 AT&Tlong Distance Corti cate
per student. Oiler ád througn June 30,1992.
431901 AT&T
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Women's soccer team
vaults into first place

I..
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Clear sailing
oaf

Namin was pleased with the who contribute when their
split, saying "We lost a tough time comes, and who always By CYNTHIS MAIBERGER
and ICARA KILMER
game to B.C., but we learned give 110%"
The Holy Cross Women's some things. We made some
The first year coach
Greg, Marsha, Bobby,
Soccer team split its two changes in our game plan, further adds that "the players
Jan,
Peter and Cindy - what
games last week but climbed then we came back and have responded to the new
do
these
serial superstars
into first place in the Patriot played very well against system very well. They've
have
to
with Holy Cross
do
League in the process. They Bucknell."
combined their intelligence
Sailing?
continue to get an excellent
The
split
left
the with an aggressive style of
They are the names of
mix of experience and Crusaders at 3-2 overall, but play. I'm very proud of
the six new Holy Cross Larks
enthusiasm
from
their on top of the Patriot League them."
used for the first time this
balance of returning players with a 2-0 league mark.
Looking ahead at the rest
season.
Along with the
and newcomers. This week,
First-year sensation Jessie of the season, Coach Namin
close-kni
family,
t
the team
they look to make a move McManmon continues to has some very
lofty goals for has moved to a new location.
into the national spotlight.
star. She leads the Patriot the team and the program.
Teatassit
Beach
in
The team started last League with six goals in her "We know we can beat
any Shrewsbury is the site of the
week with a 3-0 loss at first five games. But Coach team in the Patriot
League.
new
boathouse,
Boston College, but bounced Namin stresses that the We want to win the league, team's
conferen
ce
room
and
docks.
back with an impressive 5-0 strong start has been a team but that's
not all. We want to
However
,
sailing
lessons
thrashing of Patriot League effort.
"We don't have be nationdly ranked, and we
will
still
be
held
at
Regatta
rival Bucknell.
eleven superstars. What we want to make the NCAAs.
Point. Practice has officially
Head coach Dr. Reza do have is a team of players We're
building
a
top begun off the beach just
program here."
across from Regatta Point on
He is also quite sure that Lake Quigsiga mond.
these goals are attainable.
New
members have
"All we have to do is beat joined the growing team
this
one these teams," he said, year
bringing
beneficial
pointing to the NCAA Top talent and excitemen
t. Pat
20 rankings.
Sessions '95 and Manuel San
"We have four potential Miguel
'95 are two energetic
All-Americans on our team. new members
this year.
There's no doubt that we Both have had years
of
have the talent to do it."
experience
sailing
to
They get a chance on contribute.
Thursday (9/26), as they
Manuel has competed
travel to the University of in many regattas including
Connecticut to take on the racing in
the C.O.R.T.
Huskies, currently ranked #2 regatta last
summer. This
in the nation. Then the Caribbea
n Ocean Racing
Crusaders return to Holy
Triangle is a race involving
Cross Saturday to put their
Crusader/Killian Mac Carthy
talented sailors from all over
undefeated league mark on
The women's team plays Lehigh Saturday
the world. All of the first
the line against Lehigh.
year students are a welcome
addition to the team and we
are looking forward to seeing
the fruits of their labors at
By RAY MURPHY
SPORTS STAFF

the upcoming regattas.
Some upperclass new
additions include the return
of skipper Chris Cote from a
semester
in
England.
Jennifer Leonard joins the
team as a skipper with a
wealth of experience including summers of sailing
at the same sailing camp as
Cote.
Becky PaLson and John
Espinola are the team's
commodores
this
year,
leading the team in the
regattas that began on the
first weekend of school. The
team got to put some of
their new talent to work,
while testing the team work
of the returning members.
The Crusaders have
competed against teams from
Brown, Tufts, Dartmouth,
Boston University, and Yale.
Senior sailor Tracy Crosby
explains, "The competition is
tough, but with practice, we
will be able to hold our
own."
The team is gearing up
to face its next regattas with
the help and encouragement
of
Coach
Pat
Pavini.
Dartmouth is the destination
for the team on Saturday.
Sunday, the team will be
racing Yale for the fourth
time this season.
The best of luck goes
with the sailors, but with
practicing with the happy
Brady family, how could
there be anything but a
happy ending?

Harvard bests H.C.
By JOEL FRANCIS
SPORTS STAFF
The nationally ranked
Harvard Field Hockey team
came to Mount St James
with a record of 1-1. They
were 2-1 after posting a 4-1
victory
over
Lady
the
Crusaders.
Senior Loren Ambinder
led the way for Harvard with
two goals and two assists.
Cameron
Sue
had
an
unassisted goal for the Lady
Crusaders.
In the early going, both
teams looked a little shaky
as neither team could keep
control of the ball for very
long. Harvard then began to
take control of the tempo as
much of the first half was
spent on the Crusaders' half
of the field.
However,
Lady
the
Crusaders
stood
strong
defensively as Harvard was
held to one goal which came

at the 31:00 mark.
The
Lady
Crusaders
came out strong to start the
second half. Cameron scored
at the 2:30 mark off a
rebound from a save made
by the Harvard goalkeeper.
But Harvard scored again at
the
7:52
mark
and
dominated thereafter. The
Lady Crusaders made a few
offensive runs, yet Harvard
always seemed to be one
step ahead of the play.
Harvard also dominated
the scoring. They recorded
20 shots, 13 or which came
in the second half. Holy
Cross had 7 shots. Harvard
also had 8 corners, doubling
those awarded to the Lady
Crusaders.
After the game, Coach
Galigan remarked, "We had
a good first half. But after
the
second
goal,
we
panicked. The problem was
simply mental."

Coach Galigan remained
positive. "We showed that we \I
could play with a nationally I
ranked team today. We
could have beaten this team."
The players also left the
field on a positive note. They
huddled
together
and
screamed, "Go Cross! Beat
PC!"

CROSS NOTES:
-Last
week
the
team
defeated the University of
Lowell 1-0. Jane Ferguson
scored in overtime to give
the Lady Crusaders the
victory. Tara Tully recorded
the shutout in goal.
-On Saturday, the Lady
Crusaders suffered a loss in
their first Patriot League
game. They dropped 2-0
decision to Bucknell.
-The next home game for
the Lady Crusaders is
Saturday, September
28
against Colgate at 2:00 pm.

+8.

enuader;
Junior Tracy Crosby with skipper Jeff LaJeva
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H.C. comes from behind... again
(Continued from Page 19)
DT Cory Vincent and SS
Ron Flauto all made big
plays and the Crusader
offense went to work again.
Ciaccio hit Gallagher again,
this time on the left sideline
for a 37 yard gain to give
EIC the ball on the Terrier's
3 yard line.
Ciaccio swept into the
endzone behind center Pat
Gibson and Holy Cross
increased the lead to 27-17.
But BU was not yet ready to
an
Overcoming
fold.
of
amount
enormous
penalties, the Terriers slowly
marched downfield. With 34
seconds remaining in the
game, Moore connected with
WR Mike Overton for a 2
yard TD. The Terriers
2-point
a
attempted
John
DE
but
conversion,
Powell
(The Terminator)
sacked Moore to kept the
score at 27-23.
But the fun was just
BU recovered
beginning.
near
kick
on-side
the
completed
midfield. Moore
two quick passes, bringing
the ball into Crusader
territory. With 13 seconds
on the clock, on third down
and six, John Powell broke
through the line for his third

•41

sack of the game.
The
Terminator's sack preserved
the 27-23 victory for Holy
Cross.
CROSS NOTES:
-Ciaccio finished the game 15
for 27 for 182 yards. Fuller
rushed for 127 yards on 29
carries while TB Darin
seven
had
Cromwell
yards.
58
for
receptions
Duckworth
-LB
Marcus
recorded 17 tackles and LB

Rob Milanette had 11 stops.
-SS Ron Flauto had a
career-high 16 hits and an
interception in the second
quarter.
-DE John Powell had seven
stops including 3 sacks for 22 yards. MG Pete Dankert
also caused some damage,
recording 8 tackles and three
sacks for -19 yards.
-Tomorrow the Crusaders
of
University
host the
Pennsylvania Quakers on

Fitton Field for the 44th
annual Homecoming game.
Holy Cross is 23-19-1 on
homecoming, winning the
last nine contests. Last year's
homecoming game ended in
a 21-10 Crusader victory over
Dartmouth.
-Last season was the first
time the HC and UPenn
met. Holy Cross defeated the
Quakers 17-3 in the game
that was played at Penn's

Franklin Field. The Crusader
defense recorded 11 sacks in
that game, 5 of the 11
coming from Cory Vincent.
It's time to crank up
Fitton Field and go wild in
Worcester. Don't miss the
action as the Crusaders will
put the nation's longest
winning streak on the line
tomorrow and go for 12
straight wins. Kickoff time is
at 1 PM.

Coach Duffner has the highest winning percentage of any Division 1/1AA coach.

Take
This Course
And You'llEnd Up
In Court.
LsisT'

757-TEST
§STANLEY H.KAPLAN

elik Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

352 Belmont St (Route 9)
CLASSES START 10/9 + 10/12.
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

Ramblings
(Continued from Page 19)
I just keep waiting for Mike Tyson to snap and
start screaming "She was asking for it! They all are!"
Then we can stick him in jail for good.
Mark R. Dursin?
You know - much like Tom Brunansky Pascaul
Perez, and Deion Sanders - I'm a great guy to have in
the clubhouse.
Did you know that the women's hoop team is
playing the Czechoslovakian National Team in
October?
I bet that Czech team has some babes, huh?
If you don't watch Seinfeld, gang, you're missing
out. (That's my Larry King impersonation).
Hey, Dee Brown lives two blocks from my Dadl
Two blocks Dee Brown!
Rob Kraeger
Touching news last week:
announced he's the illegitimate son of Joe De.
And finally, there seems to be some tension about
the LSAT's building this week, which is unfortunate. I
mean, it's only a three-hour test that counts TWICE
AS MUCH AS YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE!!!
IT'S ONLY YOUR FUTURE!!!

(Continued from Page 23)
teaching a course entitled, "The letter R, just as
important as the other 25!" After classes they always
stop and ask, "What's it really like to be from New
York." The sound of them begging and moaning for
me to tell them what it's like to see your team win a
championship haunts me before I sleep.
My book How to Survive Being a Red Sox Fan is
available for $19.95 next week in local bookstores, just
in time for Boston's elimination from this year's
pennant race.

rt.
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The # 3 ruggers fall
to # 1 Harvard

Boston bashing

dr.

By KURT SANGER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

By JASON HAMILTON
and JON MORTENSON
unmercifully
After
pounding their sorrowful
two
WPI,
opponent,
weekends ago, Holy Cross
(the #3 ranked Rugby team
in New England) embarked
upon
major
its
first
challenge, Harvard (the #1
ranked Rugby team in New
England).
The event began on a
picturesque day with a
capacity crowd at the Drew
Doscher Alumni Stadium,
located behind the Hart
Center. Many supporters
were former men's varsity
soccer fans who instead
chose to witness a rich
tradition of elegant violence,
as opposed to a sunburn.
The C-side Freaks took
to the pitch first against a
more experienced Harvard
team. The HC Ruggers
immediately set the tone of
the game with an onslaught
of volcanic tackles, but the

eight-man. The first half was
blown open as a Harvard
center (while trying to avoid
a fierce "Curious" Donato
Monaco tackle) blatantly
stepped out of bounds, and
into the try zone for a score.
Coincidentally, the touch
judge who failed to make the
call was a Harvard B-side
player, who would later be
thoroughly disiplined by the
his
for
B-siders
HC
miserable mistake. The first
half ended with the Crimson
ahead 21-0.

fatigued by senior Class
Vogue auditions the night
before).
The B-side Mutants took
to the field for the third and
final game, looking to avoid
a Harvard sweep. The Bsiders were led by the

Mutant Chia Mortenson and
Eddie
"the
Hascalian"
Rascal.
However,
a
strange
balded man wearing green
made many impartial calls
which enabled the Crimson
to reach the HC try zone
first.
After an intense half time
The Mutant Purple Pack
pep-talk by the Missing Link,
the Holy Cross Ruggers was led by the ferocious play
stomped back to the pitch of Hank "Nice-Nice" Henry,
with vengence in their eyes. George Saltard, Paul "the
Minutes later, Ken "the Roadkill," Tom "Thumb"
Schmeg" Madden '92 made a Hobbes, and Chicken "Very
rabbit-like dash into the try Nice" Marsella, who made an
zone, just avoiding the unbelievable 40- yard dash
Megasouras-like
Harvard for an almost score, much to
the relish of many Freshman
pack.
made women.
was
The
try
The HC Backs were led
possible by the on the ball
play of Kurt Anzilotti R.N. by Bert Brown, Gil "the

Crusader/Killian Mac Carthy
Action from last week at the Drew Doscher Alumni Stadium.

Crimson picked away at the
stingy defense
of HC.
When all was said and
played, the result was 16-0,
in favor of Harvard.

and Duke "The Clinton"
Wall.
Following
the
conversion by Pigeon Krause,
and the ensuing kickoff,
Mike "Yuke" Carr and Frank
"DA Ginsu"
made two
Notable
performances stellar passes to enable
were turned in by freshmen Vincent "the Wookie of the
Paul BeetleJuice, Luke the Woods" to score a "most
Young Jedi, Lumpy Homer, excellent" try.
and Meat.
It should be
noted that Bart McNeil '92
Holy
Cross
then
played a vicious game at converted a penalty kick and
tight-head prop, although
the "good fellas" led by Chris
inflicted with Bill the Tape "DeNiro" Lee, won the
Worm (who also played
second half, 15-0.
well).
Unfortunately, Harvard
The A-side stalwarts took won the contest 21-15.
to the pitch next against the Notable efforts were turned
Harvard
team
which in by Francis Frazier, Relroy
possessed an All-American Jetson, Joe G.B. Coach, and
fullback and All-American also Mike Genest, (who was

Thrill-Kill" Hundley, and
Wilbub Manning, all of
whom continuously assaulted
the measly Harvard Squad.
The final score stood 10-0
in favor of Harvard, which
prompted Eric "the Booker"
Martin to exclaim "I'd rather
have a metal plate put in my
head than to lose to
Harvard!"
The HCRFC would like
to thank all the fans who
came out to support us, but
would kindly .ask that you
refrain
from
bringing
alcoholic beverages to the
field. Fans are invited to
support your favorite Alumni
Rugger
at the
annual
Legends Game, this Sunday
afternoon.

Last week a friend (I'll call him Boz) and I were
watching the Red Sox play the Mariners in a virtually
meaningless game. They were tied in the eleventh
inning as John Marzano came to the plate with a man
on third. I could not understand why Boz watched with
such intense concentration; it was as if he were
watching the Super Bowl.
Marzano came up with a hit to win the game. Boz
leaped into the air as if he had just witnessed the
invention of sliced bread. Again, I was puzzled as to
why he cared so much about such an inconsequential
game.
"Yeah, Boz, that win pretty much erases the 73-year
nightmare Red Sox baseball has become," I said.
Boz, then realizing how barren his life has been, and
knowing that not he, nor his father, nor his grandfather
had ever experienced the thrill of a World
Championship, hid himself in the corner like a dog
whose nose had been mushed in its own waste.
It was then that I realized how fortunate I have
been.
My local baseball teams have won 24
championships in the time that Boston has won none. I
also realized that it was my responsibility to help those
less fortunate Sox fans deal with the fact that they are
nothing but carbon copies of perennial losers like Cliff
Clavin.
My new self-help book, How to Survive Being a Red
Sox Fan, is my way of saying thank you to the town of
Boston for blowing the 1986 World Series, the 1978
American League East, and for giving New York Babe
Ruth, a swindle comparable only to swiping Manhattan
for 12 bucks from the Indians. The book chronicles the
history of Boston and how it became the world's
Charlie Brown, always hoping and praying that Lucy
won't take the ball away before he kicks it, only to fall
foolishly on his face every time.
The book also includes helpful hints for Sox fans'
loved ones. Here is an excerpt:
"When discussing baseball with the bonehead*, be
aware of his sensitive ego. Do not mention such
painful buzzwords such as "Mookie" or "Bucky." Do not
rehash names like "Calvin Schiraldi" or "Rich Gedman."
Most of all, do not ever compare the size of the Hoover
Dam to the space between Bill Buckner's legs." (*bonehead is used interchangeably with "Sox fan"
throughout the book)
"It is also important not to use certain numbers in
specific sequences. Never ask the Sox fan to cook any
recipe that asks for 14 and 1/2 cups of any ingredient,
as this may bring up bad memories. Do not ask your
Sox fan to dial any number with the digits "1978" in it.
And whatever you do, don't take your Sox fan to
anybody's 73rd birthday."
Perhaps this book is my penance for an incident I
caused several years ago. I was walking down Easy St.
wearing a shirt that lists the Yankee's World Series
victories, ranging from the early twenties to the late
seventies. Needless to say, the years ran from shoulder
to wrist.
A man walking the opposite direction, wearing a
Red Sox cap looked at my shirt and said, "Yeah pal,
nice job your Yankees are doing now." The Yanks
were in last place at the time.
Nevertheless, I had to respond. "Look buddy," I
said slyly, "Just because you could list all the Sox World
Series on a tank top doesn't mean you should bust on
me."
The Sox fan was sent reeling so badly by this
comment that he is still in a Worcester institutional
facility, where he can only communicate with others
while dressed as Margo Adams.
In addition to this charity, I am also working with
the youth of Boston on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I am
(Continued on Page 22)
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Milanette a hit
By BING WALDERT
SPORTS STAFF
After losing seniors Craig
Callahan and Josh Schaad to
graduation, the Holy Cross
Crusaders were left with
ample shoes to fill at the
But
linebacker
position.
junior Marcus Duckworth
Rob
and
sophomore
Milanette have pacified any
concerns
Mark
coach
Duffner may have had.
Duckworth is a familiar
face to Crusader fans in his
third year on the team; he
saw seen considerable action
in a reserve role last year.
Milanette, however, has been
a pleasant surprise and has
taken over without missing a
beat.
Milanette, a 6-1, 220pound sophomore, spent his
freshman year at UMass
where he was redshirted.
After his freshman year,
Milanette looked to transfer
and decided on Holy Cross,
a school that had recruited
him out of high school.
Thus, he was familiar with
the program and the people
involved.
Last year, because of

erunber

NCAA rules, Milanette was
able to practice with the
team and showed potential
to continue the tradition of
great Holy Cross linebackers.
Coach
Mark
Head
also
works
with
Duffner, who
the Linebackers for the
Crusaders, was quick to
praise his new linebacker for
his hard work in the offseason, "We knew he was a
tremendous
athlete.
He
worked very hard in spring
practice and the off-season,
had
a
people
and
amount
of
tremendous
respect for him."
This year, Milanette has
surpassed
all
met and
the
first
expectations. In
game of the year (against his
old teammates at UMass) he
had 9 tackles and 10 assists
for a stunning 19 tackles.
The next week he once again
played a strong game for the
Holy Cross defense with 5
tackles and 6 assists.
All in all, he has 14
tackles and 16 assists on the
year for a total of 30 ,
second on the team behind
his partner Duckworth.
Duffner praised Milanette
for his talent and athletic

ability , saying "We knew he
was a tremendous athlete
coming out of high school."
But just as important as
his athletic ability - especially
in a program such as holy
Cross - is his character.
Duffner commented, "I can
talk a long time about him.
He's a first class young man.
He's got a tremendous desire
to do his best."
has
Milanette
demonstrated this work ethic
not only on the football field
but in the classroom as well,
where he has better than a
"B" average. Duffner also
raved about the respect his
have
for
teammates
Milanette and how quickly
they have accepted him into
what Duffner described as a
"Football Family."
Depending on which of
his credits are transferred,
Millanette has the potential
to play another two seasons
for the Crusaders. Duffner
says that he looks forward to
working with Millanette in
the future and commented,
"We think he can be an
player,
outstanding
good
as
potentially as
anybody we've ever had."

athlete of tfie

RON FLAUTO

Eck

Senior
safety
Ron
Flauto
was
all
over
Field
last
Nickerson
Saturday night, contributing
sixteen tackles to Holy
Cross' 27-23 win over
Boston University.
For a secondary that
lacks game experience,
Flauto's performance was
invaluable.
HONORABLE
MENTION:
Jessie
- Freshperson
McManmon has six goals in
five games for the women's
Jessie is
soccer team.
the
reason
one
certainly
first
captured
squad has
Patriot
the
of
place
League.
Ken
rugger
-Senior
scored
Madden
"Schmeg"
again last week in a 21-15
loss to #1 Harvard.
-SGA chairperson Mike
Sullivan caught his first IFL
pass last week.
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FOOTBALL:
Sept. 28, U. PENN, 1:00
MEN'S SOCCER:
Sept. 28, LEHIGH, 11:00
Sept. 29, ALUMNI GAME, 10:30
FIELD HOCKEY:
Oct. 2, DARTMOUTH, 4:00
WOMEN'S SOCCER:
Sept. 28, at Lehigh, 1:00
Oct. 1, at Dartmouth, 3:00
Oct. 3, RHODE ISLAND, 7:00
WOMEN'S TENNIS:
Oct. 1, DARTMOUTH "B", 3:00
Oct. 3, at U. Conn, 3:00
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Sept. 28, Worcester
City Championships
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Sept. 27, National Catholic
Championships at
Notre Dame
VOLLEYBALL:
Sept. 28, at Bucknell
with Colgate, 11:00

ATTENTION H.C.
Over the years our athletic facilities have been a
valuable source of recreational and leisure enjoyment for
our Holy Cross Community.
Our policy requiring a valid Holy Cross ID or athletic
facilities card to access our facilities allows us to
preserve and control their usage.
Please continue to help us manage our athletic
facilities by showing your Holy Cross I.D. to the student
monitors who may not know you. In addition, the
following athletic facilities passes will be required by
family members and guests:
FAMILY SPECIAL PRIVILEGE CARD - Issued to
spouses and children, 14 years of age to 22 years of age,
of faculty staff and members. Faculty and staff members
may obtain these passes by contacting Pat Hinchliffe
(ext. 2323, at the Hart Center).
GUEST PRIVILEGE CARD - Issued to guests of
faculty and staff for one visit and will be collected by the
student monitor on day of use. Guest passes may also
be obtained by contacting Pat Hinchliffe.
STUDENT GUEST PASS - Issued by Campus
Security to guests of students. Student hosts may obtain
passes after registering their guests with Campus
Security.
Our facilities are open and available to you during
the hours listed except when scheduled for
intercollegiate practices or contests, intramural programs,
or special events.
-Peter VanBuskirk
Director of Hart Recreation Center

